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ABSTRACT 

As a result of research involving next generation intelligent power modules, three 

compact drives for three-phase induction motors have been built and tested. The pulse 

width modulated, PWM, waveforms, used to drive the inverter, were calculated using 

space vector modulation techniques and stored in EPROMs. This paper discusses the 

state of the art in intelligent power modules, IPMs, and gives experimental results. 

Simulation of the dynamic behavior of induction motors, driven by adjustable 

speed drives, was also undertaken. This was accomplished using PSpice. The goal was 

to calculate torque, speed, current, and power during startup, transition, and steady state 

conditions. 
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Introduction 

CHAPTER I 

BACKGROUND ON MOTOR CONTROL 

Induction motors are the most commonly used motor in industrial applications. 

This is due to their low cost, high reliability, and simple construction. However, until 

recently, the speed of an induction motor has been difficult to control. In industry, there 

has long been a demand for variable speed control of induction motors. This is because 

many industrial applications inherently call for speed control. For many years the 

demand for speed control was met by using either DC motors or AC motors coupled with 

mechanical devices such as clutches, gears, and pulleys. Speed control using mechanical 

devices was reasonably effective but presented two major problems. The most obvious 

problem was the increased maintenance cost. The clutches, gears, and pulleys used for 

speed control would fatigue and wear out with use. This required constant repairs, 

adjustments, and replacements to be made. Such maintenance would cost time as well as 

money. The second problem was reduced overall system efficiency. Whenever clutches, 

gears, and pulleys were used, there was always heat and frictional losses associated with 

the mechanical devices. So using mechanical devices for speed control was not the most 

desirable method. 

Due to the inherent problems of using mechanical devices, it was necessary to 

design a highly efficient means of motor speed control that could be used with existing 

induction motors. To obtain higher efficiency and lower costs, one must abandon the 

mechanical approach to speed control and find a way to control the input of the motor 

rather than the output. In recent years, the development of power electronic systems has 

opened many doors in the arena of motor control. There are many applications of power 
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electronics m industry. Some applications include residential, commercial, 

transportation, utility systems, aerospace, and telecommunications. In general, the task of 

power electronics is to control the flow of power by shaping the utility-supplied voltages 

by means of power semiconductor devices. In the last few years, the field of power 

electronics has experienced a large growth due to revolutionary advances in 

microelectronics methods. Also, advances in fabrication technology have made it 

possible to significantly improve the voltage and current ratings of power semiconductor 

devices and increase their switching speeds. 

The increased cost of energy has made it mandatory that the energy in all 

industrial systems be utilized efficiently. Power electronic systems offer the most cost

effective means of achieving efficient energy utilization. The power to be converted in 

power electronic applications range from a few watts to several hundred megawatts. 

Therefore, semiconductor devices in power electronic systems operate as switches by 

being either fully on or completely off. This switching technique results in a 

substantially higher energy efficiency. 

Brief Review of Existing Technology 

The basic module of power electronic systems is the power electronic converter. 

Power electronic systems consists of one or more power electronic converters. These 

converters utilize power semiconductor devices controlled by integrated circuits. In 

general, a power electronic converter controls and shapes an electrical input of magnitude 

Vl, frequency Fl, and number of phases Ml, into an electrical output of magnitude V2, 

frequency F2, and number of phases M2. The power in these converters can flow from 

the input to the output or form the output to the input. For example, in AC-DC 

conversion, the rectifier mode of operation refers to the converter when the power flow is 
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from the AC side to the DC side. When the power flow is from the DC side to the AC 

side, the converter is said to be in the inverter mode of operation. 

There are numerous ways to classify power electronic converters. For example, 

converters can be classified by the type of switching device in the converter, function of 

the converter, or how the devices in the converter are switched. Usually converters are 

classified according to how the devices within the converter are switched. With this type 

of dichotomy the two categories are the line commutated frequency converters and the 

self-commutated switching converters. In the line commutated frequency converter, the 

utility line voltage at one side of the converter facilitates the tum-off and tum-on of the 

power semiconductor device. Basically, the device is phase-locked to the line-voltage 

waveform. This means that the devices in the converter switch at the line frequency. In 

switching converters, the power semiconductor devices are considered controllable 

switches. These controllable switches can be switched on and off at frequencies much 

higher than the line frequency. The output of the converter can be either DC or at a 

frequency comparable to the line frequency. 

Power semiconductor devices available today can be classified into three groups 

according to their degree of controllability. The three groupings are diodes, thyristors, 

and controllable switches. With diodes, the on and off states are controlled by the power 

circuit. Thyristors are different from diodes in that they are latched on by a control signal 

but must be turned off by the power circuit. Controllable switches, as the name implies, 

are turned on and off by control signals. There have been significant advances in recent 

years in controllable switches Some popular controllable switches include the bipolar 

junction transistors, BJTs, metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors, MOSFETs, 

gate-tum-off thyristors, GTOs, and insulated gate bipolar transistors, IGBTs. Figure 1.1 

shows the circuit symbol for the power MOSFET and IGBT. 
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Our Work 

The research conducted at Texas Tech University was to develop second-and 

third-generation intelligent power modules for three-phase induction motor drives. 

Intelligent power modules are constructed in hybrid technology and greatly simplify drive 

design. The first-generation devices contain a six-pulse, three-phase bridge that consists 

of either six BIT's, MOSFET's, or IGBT's. Also included in the first-generation devices 

is integrated drive circuits and current-limit, as well as over-temperature alarm output. 

Newer devices that contain six BIT's are available but require four isolated power 

supplies for the drive circuits. 

The second-generation devices use advanced power semiconductors like the 

power MOSFET and IGBT. The second generation also contains the drive logic and its 

power supplies. Additional circuitry was added to provide protection for over-current 

and over-temperature conditions as well as ensure proper blanking time of the 

semiconductor switches. 

The third-generation intelligent power module constitutes a complete motor drive 

for induction motors. They include a minicomputer in addition to all the functions of the 

second generation devices. The microcomputer produces all pulse width modulation 

(PWM) signals for the power transistors, as well as other TTL functions. The system is 

interfaced to the user via speed, torque, and setup commands. The prime areas of 

improvement are listed below. 

a. Higher switching frequencies to eliminate motor noise, 

b. Optimized PWM schemes for reduced losses and improved performance, 

c. dv/dt control to protect semiconductor devices, 

d. Integrated RS-232 interface, 

e. Motor behavior database. 
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Organization of Thesis 

This thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter I introduces the general theory 

and background of variable speed control of induction motors. It also gives a brief 

review of existing technology of various semiconductor devices. Next, the work done at 

Texas Tech University is discussed. Chapter II introduces the induction motor and the 

underlying principles behind the operation of the induction motor. Chapter III examines 

the dynamic behavior of the induction motor. The PSpice programs used to simulate the 

induction motor, as well as the simulation results, are also examined. Chapter IV gets 

into the experimental setup of the project. This chapter discusses the various components 

of an induction motor controller. The design and testing of each section of the controller 

is discussed. Chapter V concludes the thesis with prototype results and concluding 

remarks. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE POLYPHASE INDUCTION MOTOR 

Introduction 

A short introduction of the theory and principle of operation of the induction 

motor is given before the discussion of dynamic modeling. The abbreviations used 

throughout this report are listed in the preliminary pages. Along with the definitions are 

key design equations of the induction motor. It is necessary to develop the principle of 

operation in order to derive the equivalent circuit for the induction motor. 

Next the dynamic model of the three-phase induction motor is derived from 

fundamental equations. The dynamic model is used to obtain various transient responses 

and small signal equations. The dynamic simulation of the induction motor is one of the 

key steps in the validation of the design process of a motor drive system. [2] 

The following equations are important in the design of induction motors. They 

are the equivalent three-phase inductance, rotor winding resistance referred to the three

phase primary, angle of arc between adjacent stator slots, and the winding factor for the 

stator winding, respectively. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

v-h IS- (2.3) 
n 

(2.4) 
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The Polyphase Induction Motor 

Induction motors get their name from the fact that the rotor voltage, which 

produces the rotor current and magnetic field, is induced in the rotor windings instead of 

being physically connected by wires. The primary distinguishing feature of the induction 

motor is that no de field current is required to run the machine. Polyphase induction 

motors have two main parts: a stator and a rotor. The rotor is separated from the stator 

by a small air gap. The dimension of the air gap depends on the power of the motor. 

Polyphase induction motors fall into two general categories, depending on the rotor 

configuration. The two types of rotors are the wound-rotor and the squirrel-cage rotor. 

Figure 2.1 shows a sketch of a squirrel-cage rotor. The squirrel-cage rotor consists of a 

series of conducting bars inset into slots embedded in the surface of the rotor and shorted 

at either end by large shorting rings. 

The other rotor configuration is the wound-rotor. The wound-rotor has a three-

phase winding similar to that in the stator (mirror image) and is usually wound for the 

same number of poles as the stator winding. The rotor windings on the wound-rotor 

terminate in slip rings mounted on the rotor shaft. The rotor windings are normally 

shorted through brushes riding on the slip rings. Therefore, wound-rotor induction 

motors have their rotor currents accessible at the stator brushes. Figure 2.2 shows a 

cutaway view of a complete wound-rotor induction motor. 

Principle of Operation 

The operation of a three-phase induction motor is based upon the principle of 

Faraday's Law of electromagnetic induction and the Lorentz force on a conductor. 

Faraday demonstrated that electricity could be produced from magnetism. He showed 

that induced currents could be made to flow in a circuit under three conditions. First, if 

current in a neighboring circuit is established or interrupted; second, if a magnet is 

brought near a closed circuit; and third, if a closed circuit is moved around in the 
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presence of a magnet or other closed current-carrying circuits.[6] Mathematically, 

Faraday's Law of induction is given below. 

(2.5) 

Equation 2.5 states that if a flux passes through a coil with N turns, a voltage will be 

induced in the coil that is directly proportional to the rate of change in the flux with 

respect to time. The negative sign is a result of Lenz's law, which states that the direction 

of the induced current is always such as to oppose the action that produced it. 

The second principle of operation is based upon the Lorentz force. The Lorentz 

force states that if a current-carrying conductor lies in the magnetic field of a permanent 

magnet, it experiences a mechanical force. The induced force on the conductor is given 

by 

F=i(lxB), (2.6) 

where i is the magnitude of current in the conductor, 1 is the length of the conductor, and 

B is the magnetic flux density vector. Equation 2.6 can also be expressed in the 

following form 

F = ilBsin 8, (2.7) 

where e is the angle between the conductor and the flux density vector. 

Figure 2.3 will help to understand the operation of an induction motor. It shows a 

moving magnet cutting across a conducting ladder. In the case of the induction motor, 

the conducting ladder is analogous to the squirrel-cage. In fact, the squirrel-cage is 

nothing more than the conducting ladder bent upon itself. 

Figure 2.3 shows a series of conducting bars of length 1, whose ends are short

circuited by two end bars. A permanent magnet is placed above the conducting bars and 

moves to the right at a speed v. This configuration causes the magnet's magnetic B field 
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to sweep across the conductors. As a result, a voltage E = Blv is induced in each 

conductor while it is being cut by the flux. This induced voltage produces a current I. 

The current in the conductor (the conductor underneath the magnet) flows down the 

conductor through the end bars and back through the other conductors (see Figure 2.3). 

Each conductor, while under the pole-face of the magnet, will experience a mechanical 

force (Lorentz force). The force is induced because the current-carrying conductor lies in 

the magnetic field of the magnet. In the motor mode, the Lorentz force will always act in 

the direction as to drag the conductor along with the moving magnetic field. 

Production of Torque in an Induction Motor 

Assume that a set of three-phase voltages has been applied to the stator, and a set 

of three-phase stator currents is flowing. The currents will produce a magnetic field Bs, 

which rotates in a counterclockwise direction. The speed of the rotating magnetic field is 

known as the synchronous speed and is given by 

- 120! 
nsyn- -p-, (2.8) 

where f is the system frequency (usually 60Hz) and P is the number of poles in the 

machine. As the rotating magnetic field passes over the rotor bars, it induces a voltage in 

the bars. In other words, the induced voltage in a rotor bar is produced by the relative 

motion of the rotor compared to the stator magnetic field. The induced voltage produces 

a current in the rotor bars. Since the rotor assembly is inductive, the rotor current lags 

behind the rotor voltage. The current flowing in the rotor produces a rotor magnetic field 

Br. Now we can define the induced torque in the motor as 

't.nd = kB xB , 
1 r s 

(2.9) 
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which shows that the resulting torque IS counterclockwise. Therefore, the rotor 

accelerates in a counterclockwise direction. 

One interesting aspect about the induction motor is that it can never exactly reach 

synchronous speed. If the rotor were turning at synchronous speed, then the rotor bars 

would be stationary relative to the magnetic field and there would be no induced voltage. 

If the induced voltage is zero, then there would be no rotor current and hence no rotor 

magnetic field. When there is no rotor magnetic field, there is no induced torque in the 

rotor. This would cause the rotor to slow down due to friction losses. Thus the induction 

motor can speed up to near synchronous speed, but can not actually reach synchronous 

speed. 

Rotor Slip 

It is common to use two terms to describe the relative motion of the rotor and the 

magnetic fields. They are the slip and the slip speed. The slip speed is given by 

(2.10) 

where nsyn is the synchronous speed and nm is the mechanical shaft speed of the rotor. 

Hence, the slip speed is simply the difference between the synchronous speed and the 

rotor speed. The second term used to describe the relative motion between the rotating 

magnetic field and rotor speed is slip. Rotor slip is defined as the slip speed over the 

synchronous speed and is given below. 

s = nslip X 100%. 
nsyn 

Since nslip = nsyn - nm, equation 2.11 can be written as 

S = nsyn -nm X 100%. 
nsrn 

11 
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Equation 2.12 says that if the rotor rotates at synchronous speed, s = 0, and if the rotor is 

at standstill, s = 1. 

Frequency of the Rotor Current 

The induction motor rotor frequency is not necessarily the same as the stator 

frequency. In fact, the voltage and frequency induced in the rotor depend upon the slip. 

If the rotor of an induction motor is locked at standstill, then the rotor will have the same 

frequency as the stator. However, if the rotor turns at synchronous speed, the frequency 

of the rotor will be zero. For speeds between synchronous speed and standstill, the rotor 

frequency is directly proportional to the difference between the synchronous speed and 

the speed of the rotor, nm. Therefore, the rotor frequency can be expressed as 

fr =sf, (2.13) 

where f is the system frequency and s is the slip. Remembering the definition for 

synchronous speed, equation 2.13 can also be expressed as 

(2.14) 

Induction Motor Equivalent Circuit 

The equivalent circuit of the induction motor closely resembles the equivalent 

circuit of the transformer. The rotor is incorporated into the equivalent circuit by 

recognizing the fact that the stator and rotor windings have resistance and leakage 

inductance. Figure 2.4 shows the transformer model of the induction motor, with the 

rotor and stator coupled by an ideal transformer. 

It is common to develop a rotor circuit model and then incorporate this model in 

the total equivalent circuit. When a stator voltage is applied to an induction motor, a 
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voltage is induced in the rotor. In general, the larger the slip, the greater the resulting 

rotor voltage. Therefore, during the locked-rotor condition, the largest voltage is induced 

in the rotor, while the smallest voltage (zero voltage) occurs when the rotor moves at 

synchronous speed. The rotor voltage is related to the locked-rotor voltage by means of 

the slip as 

. 
E, = sE,, (2.15) 

' where E r is the locked-rotor voltage and s is the slip. The reactance of the rotor depends 

on the inductance of the rotor and the frequency of the voltage and current in the rotor. If 

Lr is the rotor inductance, then the rotor reactance is 

X,= roL, = 2rrf,L, (2.16) 

!, =sf (2.17) 

X, = s(21tjLJ 

X,= sX~. (2.18) 

where Xr' is the locked-rotor reactance. Figure 2.5 shows the resulting rotor equivalent 

circuit. 

I = E, 
' R, +}X,' 

(2.19) 

I = sE~ 
' ' ' R, + jsX, 

(2.20) 

rearranging terms gives 

I = E~ 
, ~+J·x· 

s r 

(2.21) 
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Equation 2.21 implies that at low slip the rotor resistance predominates and the rotor 

current varies linearly with slip. At high slip, the rotor reactance predominates and the 

rotor current approaches a steady state value. Figure 2.5 can be expressed as the final 

per-phase rotor equivalent circuit as shown in Figure 2.6. The equivalent rotor circuit in 

Figure 2.6 is used to refer the rotor part of the model to the stator side. 

One last transformation is required to produce the final equivalent circuit for an 

induction motor. In a transformer, the currents, voltages, and impedance on the 

secondary side can be referred to the primary side by a transformation using the turns 

ratio. The same type of transformation can be performed on the induction motor's rotor 

equivalent circuit. Using the effective turns ratio ae. the transformed rotor voltage, 

current, and impedance is listed below. 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

2 R I 

Z = a (-' + jX ) . 2 e s r 
(2.24) 

Finally, the per-phase equivalent circuit for the induction motor is shown in Figure 2.7, 

where X2 = a;ffxRo and ~ = a;f!RR. Both parameters are in terms of the turns ratio 

squared. X Ro is the locked-rotor rotor reactance and RR is the rotor resistance. 
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Rotor 

Figure 2.1. Sketch of Squirrel-Cage Rotor 
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Figure 2.2. Cutaway View of Wound-Rotor Motor 
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Figure 2.3. Magnet Cutting Across a Conducting Ladder 
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Xl 

XM 

Rl=pr iMa.ry wlnoling res lsta.nce 
Rr=seconola.ry wlnol ing res lsta.nce 
Xl=priMa.ry lea.ka.ge rea.cta.nce 
X2=seconola.ry lea.ka.ge rea.cta.nce 
XM=Ma.gnet lz lng rea.cta.nce 
Rc=reslsta.nce a.ccounting for core losses 

Figure 2.4. Transformer Model of the Induction Motor 

Rr 

r=sEr' 

Figure 2.5. Resulting rotor equivalent circuit 
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lr _______. jXr' 

Rr/s 

Er=sEr' 

Figure 2.6. Final per-phase Rotor Equivalent Circuit 
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R2/s 

Figure 2.7. Per-phase equivalent circuit for the induction motor 
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CHAPTER III 

DYNAMIC MODELING AND CIRCUIT SIMULATION 

OF THE INDUCTION MACHINE 

Dynamic Modeling of Induction Motor 

The motivation behind dynamic modeling of induction motors is to calculate the 

torque, speed, current, and power during startup, transition, and steady state conditions. 

The equivalent circuit and steady state model of the induction motor are used to study the 

performance of the motor in steady state conditions. The steady state condition implies 

that the electrical transients and variations in stator frequency are neglected during the 

analysis. However, the dynamic model considers the instantaneous effects of varying 

voltage, current, stator frequency, and torque disturbance. 

The first step in deriving the dynamic model of the induction motor is to 

transform the three-phase motor into a two-phase equivalent motor. This approach is 

desirable because many of the complex couplings associated with the three-phase 

machine are eliminated when transformed into the equivalent two-phase machine. Thus, 

it is desired to simulate a three-phase motor using the two-phase equivalent model. It is 

interesting to note that the power must be equal in the three-phase motor and its 

equivalent two-phase motor model. This concept is known as power invariance. The 

transformation in voltages, currents, and flux linkages can be derived in a generalized 

manner or as particular instances of the generalized case. There are three basic reference 

frames that could be used for the analysis. They are the synchronous, stationary, and the 

rotor reference frame. The particular reference frames considered in this report include 

the synchronous reference frame and stationary reference frame. Before we start the 

analysis, four assumptions are made about the three-phase induction motor during the 

development of the dynamic model. The assumptions are as follows[2]: 
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1. Uniform air gap, 

2. Balanced rotor and stator windings, 

3. Inductance versus rotor position is sinusoidal. 

Model of Two-Phase Induction Motor 

A good way to start the analysis is to consider a two-phase induction motor. A 

representation of a two-phase induction motor with stator and rotor windings is shown in 

Figure 3.1. The model representation has perpendicular direct axis (d) and quadrature 

axis ( q) windings. The windings are displaced by 90 electrical degrees and the rotor 

winding a. is at an angle, e , from the stator d axis. The rotation is in a counterclockwise 

direction which assumes the q axis leading the d axis. 

The stator and rotor terminal voltages can be expressed in terms of currents and 

inductances. The terminal voltages are actually the sum of voltage drops in resistance 

and rate of change of flux linkages, which are in terms of currents and inductances. The 

self-inductances are constant because of the independence of angular position. There are 

two types of mutual inductance. The first is the mutual inductance between the rotor 

windings and between each stator windings. The second type of mutual inductance is 

between the stator and rotor windings. 

The mutual inductances between the rotor windings and stator windings are zero. 

This is due to the fact that the flux in one winding will not link the other winding if the 

windings are displaced by 90 degrees. The mutual inductances between the rotor and 

stator windings are a function of rotor position, e. This implies that they are sinusoidal 

functions. After substitution and some manipulation, the result is a system of differential 

equations with time varying inductances. Due to the complex nature of the solutions, a 

different set of equations leading to a simple solution prodcedure is desired. 
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An easier method would be to develop a transformation to overcome the time 

varying coefficients. This is accomplished by defining fictitous flux-linkages instead of 

the actual. The fictitous flux-linkages are equal to the sum of the projections of the \jl a 

and \jl~ onto the d and q axis (see Figures 3.1 and 3.2). This transformation is also valid 

for voltages and currents. Consider the following example regarding the reference frame 

transformation. 

This example shows how to transform a stationary reference frame to a rotating 

reference frame and vice versa. Figure 3.2 shows the relationship between the stationary 

reference frame (fiXed to the stator) and the rotating reference frame (fiXed to the rotor). 

From the illustration, the general idea is to transform the old coordinates to a system of 

new coordinates. In Figure 3.2, anew is the angle of the current space phasor with respect 

to the ra axis, which is stationary with respect to the moving rotor. The reference frame 

ra, and rf3 is fiXed to the rotor and rotates at an angular speed ro r • 

flux~'¥= '~'x + }'Py 

voltage ~ V = Vx + }Vy 

current~ i = ix + }iy 

Transformed Equations 

- -- -ja 
\jl new - \jl olde 
- - - -ja 
Vnew - Vozde 
-;- --;- -ja 
1new - 1olde 

( \jl xn + }\jl yn) = ( \jl xo + }\jl xo }(cos a- j sin a) 

= \jl xo cos a - j\jl xo sin a + }\jl yo cos a + \jl yo sin a 

= \jl xo cos a+ \jl yo sin a+ J[ \jl yo cos a- \jl xo sin a]. 

The above equation can be put into matrix form as shown below. 
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(
'l'ra) =(c~sa -sina)("'D) 
"'rj3 rotor sm a cos a "'Q stationary 

(3.1) 

Stationary Reference Frame 

The three basic reference frames for the analysis of the dynamic model are the 

stationary, synchronous, and the rotor reference frame. This report will concentrate on 

the stationary and synchronous reference frame. The fundamental equations of the 

induction machine in the stationary reference frame are given below in vector form. The 

differential equation for the stator voltage is 

- -:- tt'Ps 
Vs=Rs·ls+--, 

dt 
(3.2) 

where the stator voltage is in terms of the stator flux linkage. In order to solve equation 

3.2 using PSpice, it is necessary to split up the equation, which is in complex vector form, 

into its real and imaginary parts. Then we will let PSpice™ integrate to solve for the 

stator flux linkage. Equations 3.3 and 3.4 are derived from the stator voltage equation 

and represent the real and imaginary part of the stator flux. They also integrate the stator 

flux linkages in the d, q axis. 

d'¥ Q I ( ) R · R . (3 4) -- = ~ . Vz - V 3 - YX ·l SD + YY ·l SQ • 
dt -v3 

In a similar manner, the differential equation for the rotor voltage in the stationary 

reference frame is 

(3.5) 
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Equations 3.6 and 3.7 are derived from the rotor voltage equation and integrate the rotor 

flux linkages in the d, q axis. 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

The last of the fundamental equations of the induction motor in the stationary reference 

frame are the stator flux linkage, rotor flux linkage, and the generated torque, 

respectively. They are given below. 

T 3 p L ( · · · · ) J dro mech T 
m = -2 · · m3 · zsQlRD -zsvlRQ = · + 1 /oad · 

dt 

The following are the various parameters for the above equations. 

Lm3= three-phase magnetizing inductance, 

LsL,LRL = stator and rotor leakage inductance, 

Y S,R= stator and rotor flux linkage, 

T m= generated torque, 

Tload= load torque, 

1= moment of inertia, 

P= number of poles in machine, 

Rs,RR= stator and rotor resistance, 

isfR,DJQ= stator and rotor current in d or q axis, and 

w mech= mechanical angular velocity. 
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Figure 3.3 shows a representation of an induction machine with a Y connected 

stator. The resistors R 1, R2, and R3 represent the combined winding resistance (per 

phase) and the resistance of the feeder line. The parameter Rn represents the resistance of 

the neutral line. The combined leakage inductance of the winding (per phase) and the 

series inductance of the feeder line is represented by inductances Ll, L2, and L3. The 

inductance of the neutral line is represented by Ln. 

It was mentioned earlier that in order to simulate the dynamics of a three-phase 

induction motor, it is usually necessary to transform the three-phase system into a two-

phase system. The following two system of matrices convert the voltages from the three-

phase system into the two-phase system and vice versa. Therefore, to convert the three-

phase system into the two-phase system, you would multiply the three phase voltages by 

the conversion matrix Cl (see equation 3.12). 

( J 

2 -1 
Vx 3 T 
Vy = 0 -

J3 
V0 l l 

3 3 

( Vx,Y,o) = ( Ct) · ( Vt,2,3 ). 

(3 .11) 

(3.12) 

In order to convert the two-phase system back into the three-phase system, you would 

multiply the two-phase voltages by the conversion matrix, C2. The conversion matrix C1 

is the inverse of C2. This can be demonstrated by showing that if you multiply C 1 with 

C2 you get the identity matrix, as demonstrated in equation 3.15. 

o 1 (Vx] 1 1 · Vy 

-J3 1 vo 
2 

(3.13) 

( Vl,2,3) = ( C2) · ( Vx,Y,o) (3.14) 
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2 .::.!. -1 
1 0 1 3 3 3 

0 I -1 -I .J3 1 
.J3 .J3 2 2 

I I I -I -.J3 1 3 3 3 2 2 

(3.15) 

Now we can find the voltage equations for the stator in the two-phase system by 

applying Kirchhoffs voltage law. The following are Kirchhoffs equations for the X, Y, 

and zeor component of the stator voltage in the two-phase system. 

R . R . R . d'Px Vx = xx ·lsx + xr ·lsr + xo ·lo +--
dt 

R . R . R . d'Pr Vy = YX 'lsx + YY ·lsy + YO ·lo +--
dt 

. . . d'Po 
vo = Rox ·tsx +Roy ·tsy +Roo ·to+--. 

dt 

The magnetic flux linkages for the stator are given by: 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

'Po =Lox· isx +Lor· isr + Loo · io. (3.21) 

The equivalent rotor resistance and leakage inductance Rxx ... Roo and Lxx ... Loo (for 

the two-phase system) are given by the following set of equations. 

Rxy = ~·(R3 -R2 ) Rxo =_!_·(2·R1 -R2 -R3) Rxx =_!_·(4·R1 +R2 +R3) 
2· 3 3 6 

Ryy = ~ ·(R2 +R3) Ryo = ~ ·(R2 -R3) Rrx = 2 .~ ·(R3 +R2 ) 

Ror = ~ ·(R2 -R3) Roo =_!_·(R1 +R2 +R3 +9·RN) Rox =_!_·(2·R1 -R2 -R3) 
2· 3 3 6 

Lxr = ~ · ( ~ - ~) Lxo = ~ · ( ~ - ~) Lxx = _!_ · ( 4 · L1 + ~ + ~) 
2· 3 2· 3 6 
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By using an induction machine withY connected stator and no neutral conductor, along 

with the fundamental equations for the flux linkages, it is possible to derive the 

simultaneous equation system for the currents for the Y connected induction machine. 

The fundamental equations are reproduced below. 

1 ( ) R . R . d'I'y vy =-· v2 -v3 = YX ·Lsx + YY ·Lsy +--../3 dt 

d'I'y 1 ( ) R . R . ::::::) -- = -· v2 -v3 - YX ·zsx + YY ·Lsy 
dt J3 

0 = RR ·iRX + P·romech. 'PRY+ d'I'Rx 
dt 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3 .25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

Now the simultaneous equation system for the currents for the Y connected induction 

machine, without neutral conductor, can be constructed from the fundamental equations. 

Equation 3.31 is in the form necessary to solve it with PSpice. 
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Lm3 +Lxx Lxy Lm3 0 isx 'Px 

Lrx Lm3 +Lyy 0 Lm3 tsr '¥y 
= (3.30) 

Lm3 0 Lm3 + Lrt 0 lRJ( 'PRX 

0 Lm3 0 Lm3 + Lrt lRY 'PRY 

0 'Px Lm3 +Lxx Lxy Lm3 0 tsx 
0 '¥y Lrx Lm3 +Lyy 0 Lm3 tsy = (3.31) 0 'PRX Lm3 0 Lm3 + Lrt 0 lRJ( 

0 'PRY 0 Lm3 0 Lm3 + Lrt lRY 

Equation 3.32 is the generated torque, Tm developed by the machine and equation 3.33 
' 

describes the motion of the machine. Equation 3.33 is in the proper form to be integrated 

by PSpice. 

T. 3 p L ( . . . . ) J dro mech T 
m=2· · m3' tsy·tRX-tsx·tRY = · +Load 

dt 
(3.32) 

dro mech T m - T Load _....;..;.;..;;_= 
dt J 

(3.33) 

Now we will consider the induction machine with a Y connected stator and a 

neutral conductor. The following is the simultaneous equation system for the currents for 

the Y connected induction machine with a neutral conductor. The second part of the 

equation is in the form needed for solving it with PSpice. 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

d'Py l ( ) R . R . R . ::::::::>--=-· v2-v3- rx·tsx+ yy·tsy+ ro·to 
dt J3 

(3.37) 

1 ( ) Ro · Ro · Ro · d'Po vo =3· v1 +v2 +v3 = x ·tsx + y ·tsy + o ·to +dt (3.38) 
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The following equations are for the rotor. 

0 - R 0 p \IJ d'PRY 
- R ·lRY- ·(Omech. TRX +--

dt 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

(3.41) 

(3.42) 

(3.43) 

The following is the simultaneous equation system for the currents of the rotor for the Y 

connected induction machine with neutral conductor. Again, the second part of the 

equation is in the form needed by PSpice. 

Lm3 +Lxx Lxy Lxo Lm3 0 1sx 'Px 
LYX Lm3 +Lyy Lyo 0 Lm3 isy 'Py 

Lox LoY Loo 0 0 zo = 'Po (3.44) 

Lm3 0 0 Lm3 +Lrz 0 lRJ( 'PRX 

0 Lm3 0 0 Lm3 + Lrz iRY 'PRY 

0 'Px Lm3 +Lxx Lxy Lxo Lm3 0 1SX 
0 'Py LYX Lm3 +Lyy Lyo 0 Lm3 zsy 

0 = 'Po Lox LoY Loo 0 0 zo (3.45) 

0 'PRX Lm3 0 0 Lm3 + Lrz 0 lRJ( 

0 'PRY 0 Lm3 0 0 Lm3 + Lrz 1RY 

The generated torque, T m• developed by the machine and the equation of motion for this 

system (with neutral conductor) are the same as with the case of no neutral conductor. 

T. 3 p L ( . . . . ) J dro mech T m = 2 . . m 3 . l SY . l RX - l SX . l RY = . + Load· 
dt 

(3.46) 
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The Synchronous Reference Frame 

We have previously discussed the governing equations of the induction motor in 

the stationary reference frame. We will now discuss the fundamental equations of the 

induction motor in the synchronous reference frame. This frame, as the name implies, 

rotates at synchrounous speed. The analysis of the synchronous reference frame is 

similar to that of the stationary reference frame. The differential equations describing the 

stator and rotor voltages are listed below. 

- 7 . - t.f\Ps 
vs = Rs ·zs + J ·ros · '~'s +-

dt 
7 • - t.f\PR o = RR .,R + J ·s·ros. '~'R +--. 

dt 

(3.47) 

(3.48) 

The resulting space vector equations for the stator and rotor flux linkages are given by the 

following equation system. 

(3.49) 

(3.50) 

The torque developed by the machine is the same as it was for the stationary case. 

(3.51) 

dO>mech 
T m = 1 · + T Load· 

dt 
(3.52) 

The equations solved by PSpice were obtained by splitting the complex vector equations 

into its real and imaginary parts. The following is the complete set of equations used to 

model the induction machine in the synchronous reference frame. The second part of each 

equation is what is actually integrated by PSpice. The equations for the flux linkage are 

solved for the derivative of the flux linkage. The flux linkage is then obtained by 

integration. 

,.. ( ) . d'Psx v x = v · cos <p v = Rs · l SX - 0> s · 'I' SY + -==-
dt 

(3.53) 
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d'¥ sx A ( ) ' \U 
=:::) = v ·cos <pv - Rs · zsx +cos · r sY 

dt 

A • ( ) • \U d'¥ SY Vy = v·sm <py = Rs ·tsy +COs. rsx +-~ 
dt 

d'¥ SY A • ( ) R . \U 
=:::) = v · sm <p v - s · z SY - cos · r sx 

dt 

0 - R . \U d'PRX - R ·tRX -S·(l)s. TRY+-~ 
dt 

0 -R · ill d'PRY 
- R ·tRY +S·(l)s' TRX +--

dt 

(3.54) 

(3.55) 

(3.56) 

(3.57) 

(3.58) 

(3.59) 

(3.60) 

Now we can construct the simultaneous equation system for the currents from the stator 

and rotor flux linkage equations. The lower part is in the form needed for solving it with 

PSpice. 

= 

0 '~~sx 

o 'Psy 
= 

0 'PRX 

0 'PRY 

Lm3 0 
0 Lm3 

Lm3 +LRL 0 

0 Lm3 +LRL 

1sx 
1SY 

'RX 

'RY 

(3.61) 

(3.62) 

The torque developed by the machine and the equation of motion are the same as for the 

stationary case. 
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Circuit Simulation using PSpiceiM 

The induction motor used for the analysis and computations is a three-phase, 

208V, 4-pole, Y-connected, l/3hp, 60Hz, squirrel cage machine. The actual schematic 

diagram that was used to run the simulation in the stationary reference frame is shown in 

Figure 3.4. The parameters for the equivalent circuit are listed below (all the parameters 

refer to the primary): 

Rs =stator resistance= 5.75 Ohms, 

Rr =rotor resistance= 3.04 Ohms, 

Lsi =stator leakage inductance= 10.6mH, 

Lrl =rotor leakage inductance= 13.4mH, 

Lm3 = magnetizing inductance = 215mH, 

Nrat = rated speed = 1725 RPM, 

J = moment of inertia = .002kg m2. 

The first step in the simulation is to transform the input voltages into the d-q 

equivalent voltages using equation 3.63. The transformed voltages are then used as input 

voltages for the flux integrators. It can be seen from Figure 3.4 that the integrators 

consist of voltage controlled current sources with parallel capacitors. The value of the 

capacitors were chosen to be l.OF in order to normalize the result, and the large value 

resistors must be included for the de bias check. The simultaneous equation system for 

the currents in the d-q system is solved by a combination of four voltage controlled 

current sources. The currents are then used to calculate the electromagnetic torque. 

Using the electromagnetic torque, the mechanical angular velocity and the mechanical 

angle, a, are calculated by integration. Now the mechanical angle can be used to 

transform the rotor currents into the rotor reference frame using equation 3.64. 
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(~J= 
2 -1 -1 

{~J 
3 3 3 

0 1 -1 

J3 J3 
1 1 1 
3 3 3 

(3.63) 

c ror ( . ) c rtionary D cosa. sma. lD 

iQ - -sina. cosa. lQ 
(3.64) 

Next the slip is calculated to include the nonlinear effects. The slip is used as an 

input parameter for the lookup tables for the rotor resistance and the rotor leakage 

inductance. The calculated currents in the d-q system can be transformed back to their 

three-phase equivalents by using the inverse of equation 3.65. 

PSpice Programs 

0 
J3 
2 

-../3 
2 

1 (VvJ 1 · VQ . 

1 Vo 

(3.65) 

Several PSpice programs were developed to analyze the dynamics of a three-

phase induction machine with wye stator. In these programs, a three-phase sinusoidal 

voltage is switched to a three-phase induction machine. Although the input voltage is a 

three-phase sinusoid, it can also be an arbitrary wave form. The motor windings are 

connected in a wye configuration with no neutral conductor present. The program 

calculates the primary currents as well as speed and torque. The program also utilizes 

nonlinear models for the rotor resistance and the rotor leakage inductance. The different 

PSpice programs are listed in the Appendix A. 
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Results 

The purpose of the first simulation was to test what effect overvolting had on the 

nonlinear three-phase magnetizing inductance. The three-phase magnetizing inductance 

is denoted by Lm3. During the simulation, the first system was overvolted with 280V 

while the second system was maintained at rated (208V) voltage. Figure 3.4 shows the 

results of the simulation. The name of this PSpice program is Test and is the first 

program located in Appendix A. 

Another simulation was performed to examine the comparison between a machine 

model with linear coefficients and one with nonlinear coefficients. It was necessary to 

look at the torque as a function of the three-phase magnetizing inductance. The equation 

for the generated torque (equation 3.51) shows that the torque is a function of the three

phase magnetizing inductance. In the simulation, the first system has a nonlinear Lm3, 

while the second system has a linear Lm3. Figure 3.5 shows the linear and the nonlinear 

three-phase magnetizing inductance. Figure 3.6 displays the generated torque as a 

function of both the linear and nonlinear Lm3. The remaining figures show the generated 

torque, stator current, rotor current, and fan torque, respectively. This PSpice program is 

called Linlog and is the second program located in Appendix A. 
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Figure 3.1. Model of a two-phase induction motor 
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Figure 3.2. Stationary and rotating reference frame 
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Stator of Induction Motor 

Rn Ln 

Figure 3.3. Induction Motor withY Connected Stator 
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Figure 3.4. Induction motor circuit for PSpice simulation. 
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Figure 3.5. Effects of overvolting on the 3-phase magnetizing inductance 
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Figure 3.6. Linear and nonlinear Lm3 
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Figure 3. 7. Torque as a function of both linear and nonlinear Lm3 
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Figure 3.8. Stator Current 
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Figure 3. 9. Rotor Current 
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Figure 3.10. Fan Torque 
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Variable Speed Approach 

CHAPTER IV 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

A three-phase ac motor is considered a constant speed motor. The motor shaft 

speed is directly related to the number of poles in the motor and the line frequency. For 

example, a four-pole motor operating at a line frequency of 60 Hz will have a 

synchronous speed of 1800 rpm. The equation used for calculating motor speed is 

speed = 
120. f 

p 
(4.1) 

where f is the frequency of the line voltage and p is the number of poles in the motor. 

Therefore, to vary the speed of the motor, the number of poles or the line frequency has 

to be changed. The number of poles is usually a fixed parameter set by the manufacturer. 

So the best means of speed control would be to vary the frequency of the line voltage. 

However, in addition to varying the line frequency, it is desirable to vary the line voltage 

in proportion to the frequency, maintaining a constant voltage to frequency ratio. It is 

necessary to keep the voltage to frequency ratio constant in order to keep the slip small. 

The ability to accomplish this constant ratio lies with the control circuitry and the 

frequency converter. The frequency converter consists of several power semiconductor 

devices capable of switching large amounts of current at large voltage levels. 

The induction motor controller basic block diagram is shown in Figure 4.1. The 

system block diagram shows all the subsystems and how the interact with each other. In 

general, three-phase power enters the high voltage de supply. The high voltage de supply 

is used by the power semiconductor devices in the frequency converter. This voltage is 

also referred to as the bus voltage. A three-phase signal, generated by a SPWM scheme, 
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is then connected to the induction motor. The speed control circuitry consists of logic 

and analog devices allowing the user to select the speed of the motor. 

High Voltage DC Supply 

To power the ac induction motor, a relatively large de voltage was created from a 

three-phase sinusoidal input signal. In most acto de converters the input stage converts 

the ac input voltage to an unregulated de bus voltage. The high voltage de power supply 

utilized a full bridge rectifier in combination with a filter capacitor. This type of 

configuration proved to be cheap, rugged, and inexpensive. It is an ideal design for 

industrial applications. Figure 4.2 shows the schematic of the high voltage de supply. 

The equations used to design the power supply are given below. 

J3 
~rms = r;; · Vdc 

2·-v2 
(4.2) 

2 ·-fi 
Vdc = J3 · \'Inns· (4.3) 

The power supply was designed so that no voltage regulation was required. Instead, a 

simple three-phase voltage doubler rectifier was used. Using this type of rectifier, it was 

possible to keep the size of the filter capacitor at reasonable size. This would in tum help 

improve the power factor. The power factor (PF) is the ratio of real power to total 

apparent power, where the total apparent power is the product of the rms voltage and the 

rms current. Power factor can be expressed as: 

PF = real power 
total apparent power 

(4.4) 
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Since the power supply is transformerless, caution should be taken regarding 

inrush current associated with the utility line. During testing and operation, an 

autotransformer was used to gradually increase the voltage to its rated value eliminating 

the possibility of inrush current. However, when not using an autotransformer to control 

the voltage, it is recommended that an impedance be placed in series with each of the 

supply lines to limit voltage spikes and inrush current. 

Frequency Converter 

As stated earlier, the speed of a three-phase induction motor can be varied by 

proportionally varying the voltage and frequency (constant voltage to frequency ratio). A 

constant ratio can be achieved through the use of a frequency converter. A frequency 

converter can synthesize a sinusoidal output current by alternately switching the output to 

either side of a de bus. 

When the high voltage supply converts the three-phase signal into a de voltage, it 

must then be converted back to a three-phase signal capable of driving the induction 

motor. This conversion back to an ac signal is the primary function of the frequency 

converter. A simplified diagram of a three-phase frequency converter is shown in Figure 

4.3. 

Each phase of the induction motor is connected to either side of the de bus via a 

semiconductor switching device. In this case the switching device is an IGBT. However, 

MOSFETs are also commonly used as the switching device. By applying a voltage to the 

gates of the IGBTs in a specific pattern, a sinusoidal output current can be synthesized as 

each phase of the motor is switched to either side of the de bus. Since the windings of the 

induction motor are inherently inductive, an alternate path must be provided for the motor 

current when the switching device is turned off. This path is provided by the six diodes 

shown in Figure 4.3. Return current diodes can be considered as handling the reactive 
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component of the motor current. However, when regeneration occurs, the roles of the 

switch and the return current diodes reverse. The diodes now return regenerated power to 

the de bus and the switching devices carry the magnetizing current. The power returned 

to the de bus will increase the de voltage above its normal value. Therefore, precautions 

must be taken to consume this regenerated power to prevent excessive voltage from 

building up and damaging the circuit. 

SPWM Generation 

The objective of pulse width modulation is to shape and control the three-phase 

output voltages in magnitude and frequency with an essentially constant input voltage. 

PWM is achieved by pulsing the output with constant amplitude de pulses of varying 

width and frequency. This process effectively synthesizes a sinusoidal output allowing 

the motor to run smoothly. In order to produce the sinusoidal output voltage waveform at 

the desired frequency, a sinusoidal control signal at the desired frequency is compared 

with a triangle waveform. When the amplitude of the control signal is greater than the 

amplitude of the triangle wave form , the output is raised to the positive side of the de 

bus. When the amplitude of the control signal is smaller than the amplitude of the 

triangle waveform, the output is pulled to the negative side of the de bus. The inverter 

switching frequency is controlled by the frequency of the triangle waveform, Vtri. The 

frequency and amplitude of Vtri is usually kept constant. 

It is helpful to define two key terms regarding SPWM. The first term is amplitude 

modulation ratio. This is the ratio of the peak amplitude of the control signal to the peak 

amplitude of the triangle wave form. The amplitude modulation ratio is expressed below. 

A. 

m = vcontrol 
a " 

\'rri 
(4.5) 
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The next key term is the frequency modulation ratio. It is defined as 

(4.6) 

where fs is the triangular waveform switching frequency and f 1 is the frequency of the 

switch duty ratio. The frequency f1 is the desired fundamental frequency of the inverter 

voltage output. A typical SPWM scheme is illustrated in Figure 4.4. 

In the past, the method of choice for SPWM generation was to actually produce 

three 120 degree phase locked sinusoids and compare them with a triangle waveform 

using analog circuitry. This was done by storing the tabulated values of the sinusoidal 

waveforms in an EPROM, clocking the values into a digital-to-analog converter, and 

finally comparing the values. This proved to be a complex method of SPWM. A more 

efficient and less complex method is to calculate the final SPWM signals with a basic 

program and store the tabulated digital values in an EPROM. This method makes it 

possible to store all three phases of the motor in one EPROM. 

The data programmed into the EPROM is the actual data that provides the input to 

the gates of the frequency converter. One word of caution, however, when one switching 

device of a particular phase turns off and in the next clock cycle the lower switching 

device turns on, both devices could be on at the same time. This could happen if the tum

off time of the upper device is slower than the tum-on time of the lower device. If this 

were to occur, a short would exist across the de bus voltage and could cause considerable 

damage to the frequency converter as well as the entire circuit. To prevent this from 

happening, the upper device must be held off for a short duration before the lower device 

can be turned on. This is a concept known as "blanking time." Blanking time can either 

be included in the program stored in the EPROM or included in hardware between the 
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EPROM and the frequency converter. A program for PWM code calculation was 

developed by Dr. M. Giesselmann. The program, which was written in Basic, produces 

INTEL code EPROM files that can be burned directly into the EPROMs. The complete 

program is listed in Appendix B. 

EPROM Based Controller Design 

The hardware used to clock the EPROM and change the modulation ratio was 

kept simple for ease of testing. Figure 4.6 shows the EPROM along with its control 

hardware. The 128K EPROM is clocked by using a voltage to frequency converter in 

conjunction with a 10 bit counter. The Analog Devices AD537 voltage to frequency 

(V IF) converter converts a 0 to 5 volt signal into a 1 to 150 kHz signal. The relationship 

between the input frequency to the EPROM and the output frequency to the motor is that 

1kHz clocked into the EPROM results in 1Hz output to the motor. 

The variable frequency signal from the V IF converter serves as the input to the 10 

bit counter. The multiple output from the 10 bit counter drives the EPROM's lower 

address lines, which are loaded with the calculated SPWM values for one complete cycle 

of a given amplitude modulation ratio. The output frequency of the EPROM varies 

proportionally with the input frequency. Thus, as the input frequency is increased, the 

output has an increased frequency which increases the speed of the motor. 

As previously stated, the voltage to frequency ratio must remain constant. It is 

possible to maintain a constant V IF ratio by using the 0 to 5 volt signal as the input to an 

analog-to-digital (AID) converter. The analog-to-digital converter, National 

Semiconductors ADC0803, provides the signals controlling the upper address lines of the 

EPROM. This idea is important in order to reach the maximum digital value when the 

frequency reaches 60 kHz. The combination of the V IF and AID provides a compact and 

inexpensive means of building an EPROM based controller. 
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Prototype Motor Controllers 

CHAPTERV 

CONCLUSION 

The field of power electronics provides a demand for peripheral circuits to be 

built into power modules, particularly in the field of motor controllers. With power 

modules, it is possible to achieve high performance, equipment miniaturization, and high 

reliability. The peripheral circuit consists of input/output (110) isolation from and 

interface with the control signal and high voltage system, the drive circuit, the protection 

circuit, microcomputer control, and a control power supply. The protection circuit 

protects against excess current, short circuit, overheating, and excess voltage conditions. 

As a result of the research involving the development of next generation 

intelligent power modules, two compact drives for three-phase induction motors have 

been built and tested. The first controller uses a POWEREX Intellimod Module as the 

intelligent power module (IPM), whereas the second prototype uses an International 

Rectifier IR-2130 driver chip along with a Fuji IGBT power module. Each inverter uses 

PWM waveforms that were calculated using Space Vector modulation techniques and 

stored in an EPROM. In order to facilitate the design of the drives, intelligent power 

modules are very helpful in improving size, complexity, and reliability, compared to 

designs using discrete parts. This chapter discusses the state of the art in intelligent 

power modules and gives experimental results. 

Design Using POWEREX Intellmod Module 

A POWEREX Intellimod-2 IPM, type PM20CEA060 (20N600V) was used for 

the inverter stage of one drive prototype. The IPM contains six current sensing IGBT's as 

the inverter switching device. The IGBT's come with its drive circuit, a protection circuit 
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for excess load current, overtemperature sensing, undervoltage lockout for the IGBT gate 

drive, and short circuit protection. If an anomalous condition should occur, the IGBT is 

placed in an off state and the output current is shut off to protect the IPM. At the same 

time an isolated error signal is output to return the anomalous condition. Once the 

anomalous condition is canceled, the IGBT automatically recovers from the off state. 

Figure 5.1 shows the internal block diagram of the POWEREX intelligent power 

module. 

For proper operation of the IPM, four isolated, low power 15 V power supplies, as 

well as six optoisolators were necessary. A seventh optoisolator was required for the 

fault signal, which indicates overload conditions to the drive logic. 

The control logic of the inverter is centered around a 64k EPROM which 

contained SPWM waveforms in a digital format. The EPROM was programmed to have 

sixteen different modulation ratios, each having 512 discrete time steps. With sixteen 

different modulation ratios, the user is able to control the voltage/frequency ratio of the 

inverter output, thus avoiding saturation of the motor. Blanking time was also 

programmed into the EPROM waveform data. Blanking time is necessary to prevent 

shoot-through between the upper and lower switching device. The output frequency of 

the inverter is controlled by varying the clock speed at which the data in the EPROM is 

read out. Figure 5.2 shows the overall control logic of the inverter. It is the same control 

logic discussed in Chapter IV about the EPROM based controller design. 

Isolated Gate Drive Supplies 

Along with the high voltage de power supply, four isolated gate drive supplies 

were required to drive the six IGBTs in the inverter. Each of the upper switching devices 

required a separate isolated supply, while only one supply was required for the lower 

switching devices. Each of the step down transformers are rated at 40 rnA at 16 volts. 
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These transformers are obviously bulky and inefficient. One solution to this problem 

would be to use smaller transformers. However, this design would still be somewhat 

inefficient and bulky. The requirement of four isolated gate supplies is one of the 

inherent problems with the present controller design. A schematic of the four isolated 

gate supplies is shown in Figure 5.3. 

Safety Circuit and High Voltage Isolation 

As previously stated, the upper and lower switching device of the inverter (for 

each phase) can never be turned on at the same time or shoot-through will occur. To 

prevent this condition from occurring, a simple digital logic circuit was built using an 

SN7402. The SN7402 consists of quadruple 2-input positive NOR gates. One SN7402 

was required for each phase of the inverter. The safety circuit was designed to output 

zeros if the inputs from the EPROM were both one or both zero. Any other combination 

of inputs would result in the corresponding outputs according to the truth table. The 

internal diagram of the SN7402, along with the corresponding truth table are shown in 

Figure 5.4. 

Isolation of the gate-drive circuits from each other is crucial to the operation of 

the inverter. The lower terminal of the upper switching device will move from + 170 volts 

when they are "on" to -170 volts when their complements are "on." The lower terminal 

of the lower switching devices will remain at -170 volts with respect to ground. Since 

each gate of the switching device is biased with respect to its source, the gate driving 

circuitry for each upper device must be isolated. The source terminals of the lower 

switching devices remain at negative de voltage, and thus require only one isolated gate 

driving input. This way, all of the drive circuitry is isolated from the system ground. 

In general, there are various methods of isolation such as the use of a relay, 

capacitor, transformer, and optocoupler. Each method has its respective advantages and 
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disadvantages in attempting to provide a workable solution to the problems of isolation 

and level detection. Isolation is a requirement to keep systems electrically separate while 

allowing functional interconnection of the systems. 

One popular method of isolation is the use of a pulse transformer. However, a 

pulse transformer limits the incoming signal to a 50% duty cycle, which is unsatisfactory 

for PWM application. Three other problems which make it difficult to obtain a usable 

wave form from a pulse transformer are waveform droop, overshoot, and backswing. 

Unlike the pulse transformer, the advantages of using an optocoupler fall into two 

general categories. One is maintaining wave form fidelity and the other is obtaining high 

common mode rejection. An optocoupler provides the best combination of speed, de 

response, high common mode rejection, and low input-output capacitance. Also, an 

optocoupler does not require the extra complexity, increased board space, and decrease in 

performance necessary to achieve high common mode transient immunity as with the 

pulse transformer. The only disadvantage with using an optocoupler is that of the change 

in current transfer ratio (CTR) over operating life. 

The optocoupler of choice was the HCPL-2200, a low input current, logic gate 

device. It is an optically coupled logic gate that combines a GaAsP LED and an 

integrated high gain photon detector. One feature of the detector is a three state output 

stage and a detector threshold with hysteresis. The three-state output eliminates the need 

of a pull-up resistor and allows for direct drive of data busses. The complete per phase 

safety circuit, along with the high voltage isolation is shown in Figure 5.5. 

The first prototype motor controller design using the POWEREX Intellimod 

module proved satisfactory. The complete inverter design is shown in Figure 5.6. The 

POWEREX IPM can be represented as two main sections. One section is the actual array 

of IGBT switching devices, while the other contains the current sensing, over-current 

protection, and over-temperature protection logic. The actual mask used to make the 
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printed circuit board is shown in Appendix C. This circuit board contains the isolated 

gate supplies, isolation, and safety circuit. 

One main disadvantage of this first generation motor controller is the requirement 

of four separate power supplies. These supplies were optically isolated from the EPROM 

output by the use of optocouplers as mentioned earlier. The circuitry necessary for the 

isolation increased the circuit component count and the area needed for circuit board 

layout. Fortunately, International Rectifier recognized this problem and has developed an 

integrated version of the isolator and driving circuit. 

Design Using IR-2130 Driver Chip 

A second prototype induction motor controller was built using a Fuji IGBT 

module and an International Rectifier, IR-2130 driver chip. This second-generation 

controller provided another dramatic reduction in controller volume and complexity. 

This prototype controller eliminated the four auxiliary power supplies and all seven 

optocouplers indigenous to the first generation controller. 

This second prototype controller incorporates a 128K EPROM with 1024 steps 

per cycle for increased switching frequencies and reduced harmonics. It also uses space 

vector modulation techniques to calculate the PWM wave forms. This technique of 

generating wave forms produced a larger output voltage compared to the first prototype 

controller. Another advantage over the frrst controller is that a constant amount of 

blanking time is generated by the IR-2130 chip and therefore does not need to be 

programmed into the EPROM. 
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IR's Integrated MOS Gate Driver 

The International Rectifier high voltage three-phase MOS gate driver, IR-2130, is 

a power control device that provides several advantages. The advantages are listed 

below: 

a. logic inputs compatible with 5 volt CMOS or LSTTL, 

b. analog feedback of bridge current via an external current sense resistor, 

c. a current trip function in the power devices, 

d. the trip function also operates if an under voltage condition occurs, 

e. a built in blanking time of 2us[8]. 

Figure 5.7 shows the functional block diagram of the IR-2130. The diagram shows that 

the TTL input from the EPROM is directed to a input signal generator which provides the 

blanking time and also blocks the output if noise creates a high on both the upper and 

lower inputs of one phase. In this case, the signal generator, which is combined with 

fault logic, disables all input signal generators, thus disabling the outputs. The pulse 

generator level shifter provides the voltage level needed by the latch, which in tum 

provides the output which is used by the driver to power the gates of the transistors. The 

power needed by the driver will be derived from the fixed supply using a bootstrapping 

technique. A charging diode connected from the 15 volt supply to VB 1, VB2· and Vs3 

with a high voltage withstand capability and fast recovery provides power to the 

bootstrap capacitors for recharging. A capacitor between V cc and V ss supplies the 

transient current needed for refreshing the bootstrap supply. The bootstrap capacitors are 

connected across VB 1 to V s 1, VB2 to V S2· and VB3 to V S3· The one limitation to this 

method is that the capacitor size must be large enough to provide the gate voltage level 

during the lowest frequency value without falling below the undervoltage level and 

disabling the driver. 
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The fault is used to signal the user of an overcurrent or undervoltage condition. 

The overcurrent level is selectable by the user by varying the voltage input to the IR-

2130. The current amp is utilized by amplifying a voltage signal related to the current 

pulled by a low value power resistor in the path of the de bus voltage. The complete 

second-generation prototype controller is shown in Figure 5.8. 

Design Using Z180 

The third and final prototype controller built and tested incorporated a Little Giant 

(LG) miniature controller. The Little Giant is a compact single board miniature control 

computer, made by Z-World Engineering. The main features of the Little Giant are given 

below. 

- Z180 microprocessor running at 9.216 MHz clock speed with partial wait state, 

- Power fail detect and warning, 

- Watchdog timer system, 

- Up to 256K bytes of EPROM, 

-Up to 512K bytes of battery backed static RAM, 

- 512 bytes EEPROM, 

- Battery backed time and date clock, 

- Four serial ports, 

- 16-bit parallel port, 

- 8-bit high voltage and high current port, 

- LCD interface, 

- Eight channel ND converter with configurable input amplifiers, 

- 12-bit DAC with output in the range of 0 - 2.5 volts, 

-Linear power supply, and 

- A separate, high-efficiency switching supply [9]. 
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The Little Giant is programmed using a C compiler called Dynamic C. Dynamic C 

allows the programmer to quickly write, download, and test application specific software 

for the Little Giant. The Dynamic C programming system operates on an IBM-PC, which 

is connected to the Little Giant by a serial communications cable, during the interactive 

development process. The primary difference between a typical C compiler and Dynamic 

C is that Dynamic C contains libraries which contain drivers and time share operations 

for the Little Giant. 

It was necessary to isolate the Little Giant from the high voltage side of the 

controller. This was accomplished by building a seperate circuit board which contains 

the necessary optocouplers, as well as, a 15V and a 5V power supply. The 5V supply is 

used to power the six optocouplers, while the 15V supply is used by the IR-2130. The 

mask used to build this isolation circuit board is shown in Appendix E. 

Space Vector Modulation 

A C program was written using Dynamic C to generate a SPWM signal using 

space vector modulation techniques. The function of the program is to digitally control 

the six switching devices in the inverter. By using three bits, it is possible to control the 

six switching devices. Each switch can be represented by either a "0" if the switch is off, 

or a "1" if the switch is on. Therefore, the first step of the program is to define the six 

different states of the switches. Next, using commands from the Dynamic C library, the 

program defines the modes of the 16-bit parallel interface port on the Little Giant. The 

program then enters a loop which causes the space vector to switch between the six 

defmed states. The last loop in the program causes the space vector to switch between 

two states depending on the step increment. The value of the step increment controls the 

frequency of the final SPWM signal. The actual Dynamic C program that generates the 

PWM scheme is listed in Appendix D. 
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Concluding Remarks 

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 illustrate the measured line current of a 1/3 hp induction 

motor for the three prototype motor drives. The second waveform in Figure 5.32 was 

generated using the POWEREX Intellimod drive design. In this design, the SPWM 

signal was produced by comparing a sine wave to a triangle wave, for 16 different 

modulation ratios, and storing the data in an EPROM. The first waveform was from the 

IR-2130 based drive design. Here the SPWM was generated by using a space vector 

modulation technique of adding the third harmonic to the fundamental for increased 

output voltage and better harmonic supperssion. The IR-2130 based drive design 

optimized the PWM scheme for reduced losses and improved performance. Figure 5.10 

shows the measured line current for the Z180 based drive design. This design uses space 

vector modulation to generate the SPWM signal in real time. This method of SPWM did 

not produce a clean motor current waveform, due to increased harmonic distortion. A 

graphical representation of the SPVM is shown in Figure 5.11. 

There are a couple of disadvantages when using the Z180 based drive design. 

The first problem is that the microprocessor is fully committed to the real time PWM. 

This does not allow the microprocessor to be used for any other function. It is desirable 

to have an additional auxiliary processor for other control functions. 

A second problem with the Z180 based drive design is that there is no amplitude 

control of the voltage. The generated SVM signal remains at a constant modulation ratio. 

It is necessary to maintain a constant voltage-to-frequency ratio. 
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Figure 5.3. Schematic of isolated gate power supplies 
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APPENDIX A 

PSPICE PROGRAMS 
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TEST 
Dynamics of a 3-Phase induction machine (Wye stator) with Sine-Wave input 
* A three phase induction machine is switched to a sinusoidal voltage 
* The input voltage is a 3-phase sinusoid, but can be an arbitrary waveform 
* The motor windings are connected in Wye, no neutral conductor is used 
* The primary currents as well as speed and torque are calculated 
* Using nonlinear models for rotor resistance and rotor leakage inductance 
* Ref: Justus, "Dynamisches Verhalten Elektrischer Maschinen", VIEWEG 
* 14-May-1993 

* V s = Supply Voltage (phase-neutral), frq = supply voltage frequency 
* Lsi= Stator leakage inductance, Lrl = Rotor leakage inductance 
* Lm3= Equivalent 3-phase magnetizing inductance 
* Rs = Stator resistance per phase Rr = Rotor resistance per phase 
* T_load =Load Torque [ Nm ], p =#of pole-pairs 
* a, b, n= Coefficients for magnetizing inductance saturation 
* J = Moment of inertia [ W s3 ] 
.PARAM Vph= {208/1.7321} Vs= {Vph*l.414} pi=3.141593 
.PARAM Vphr-{208/1.7321} Vsr={Vph*l.414} 
.PARAM frq=60 T={ 1/frq} omega={2*pi*frq} 
.PARAM Lsl=1 .06E-02 Lrl=l.34E-02 Lm3=2.15E-Ol 
.PARAM psi_N={Vsr/omega} 
.PARAM a=0.6 b=0.4 n=8 
.PARAM Rs=5.75 Rr=3.04 
.PARAM Trat=l.38 J=2.00E-3 Nrat=l725 P=2 

.PARAM R1={Rs} R2={Rs} R3={Rs} 

.PARAM Rxx={2/3*R1+R2/6+R3/6} Rxy={(R3-R2)/2/1.7321} 

.P ARAM Ryx={Rxy} Ryy={ (R2+R3 )/2} 

.PARAM L1={Lsl} L2={Lsl} L3={Lsl} 

.PARAM Lxx={2/3*L1+L2/6+L3/6} Lxy={(L3-L2)/2/1.7321} 

.PARAM Lyx={Lxy} Lyy={(L2+L3)/2} 

* Vector Components of magnetic flux linkage 
* Stator (stationary) reference frame 
Gx 0 1 VALUE= {v(24)-Rxx*v(11)-Rxy*v(12)} ;x-comp. of flux 
Gy 0 2 VALUE= {v(25)-Ryx*v(ll)-Ryy*v(l2)} ;y-comp. of flux 
Grx 0 3 VALUE= {O-v(6)*v(13)-P*v(5)*v(4)} ;x-comp. ofrotor flux 
Gry 0 4 VALUE= {0-v(6)*v(14)+P*v(5)*v(3)} ;y-comp. of rotor flux 
Cx 1 0 1 IC=O ;V(l) = psi_x [ Vs] 
Cy 2 0 1 IC=O ;V(2) = psi_y [ Vs] 
Crx 3 0 1 IC=O ;V(3) = psi_rx [ Vs] 
Cry 4 0 1 IC=O ;V(4) = psi_ry [ Vs] 
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Rx l 0 lE8 
Ry 2 0 1E8 
Rrx 3 0 1E8 
Rry 4 0 1E8 

;High res to satisfy DC check of integrator 
;High res to satisfy DC check of integrator 
;High res to satisfy DC check of integrator 
;High res to satisfy DC check of integrator 

* Current components in 2-phase equivalent system 
* Linear equation system solver 
Gisx 0 11 VALUE= {v(l)-(v(Lm3)+Lxx)*v(ll)-Lxy*v(12)-v(Lm3)*v(l3)} 
Gisy 0 12 VALUE= {v(2)-(v(Lm3)+Lyy)*v(12)-Lyx*v(l1)-v(Lm3)*v(14)} 
Girx 0 13 VALUE= {v(3)-(v(Lm3)+v(7))*v(13)-v(Lm3)*v(11)} 
Giry 0 14 VALUE= {v(4)-v(Lm3)*v(12)-(v(Lm3)+v(7))*v(14)} 
Risx 11 0 1E8 ;High res for eqn system solver, v(11) = i_sx [A] 
Risy 12 0 1E8 ;High res for eqn system solver, v(12) = i_sy [A] 
Rirx 13 0 1E8 ;High res for eqn system solver, v(13) = i_rx [A] 
Riry 14 0 1E8 ;High res for eqn system solver, v(14) = i_ry [A] 

* Stator current components in 3-phase system 
Gls_3p 0 41 VALUE= {+v(ll) } ;v(41) = i_l [A] 
G2s 3p0 42 VALUE={-v(ll)/2+.866*v(12)} ;v(42)=i_2 [A] 
G3s_3p 0 43 VALUE= {-v(ll)/2 -.866*v(l2)} ;v(43) = i_3 [A] 
Rls 3p 41 0 1 ;I(Rls_3p) = I(i_l) [A] 
R2s_3p 42 0 1 ;I(R2s_3p) = I(i_2) [A] 
R3s 3p 43 0 1 ;I(R3s_3p) = I(i_3) [A] 

* Coordinate transformation of rotor currents Girx, Giry 
* into rotor reference frame: (Ix + jiy)*exp( -jwt) 
Girx rO 51 VALUE= { +v(13)*cos(P*v(70))+v(l4)*sin(P*v(70))} 
Giry =r 0 52 VALUE= { + v(l4)*cos(P*v(70))- v(13)*sin(P*v(70)) } 
Rirx_r 51 0 1 ;I(Rirx_r) = I(rotor x) [A] 
Riry_r 52 0 1 ;I(Riry_r) = I(rotory) [A] 

* Calculation of mechanical variables 

* Fundamental equation of mechanical motion 
* Integration ofV ALUE ={mechanical angular acceleration} 
* Result, v(5) is mechanical angular velocity 
Gomegam 0 5 VALUE={(v(Torque)-v(FAN))/J} 
Comegam 5 0 1 IC=O ;Initial omega= 0 
Romegam 5 0 1E8 ;High res to satisfy DC check of integrator 

* v(70) = Integral of angular velocity since startup 
* VALUE = {mechanical angular velocity omega} 
* Result is mechanical angle since startup 
Gamech 0 70 VALUE= { v(5)} 
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1 IC=O ;Initial angle = 0 Camech 70 0 
Ramech 70 0 1 E 10 ;High res to satisfy DC check of integrator 

* Calculation of rotor speed [RPM] 
Erpm RPM 0 VALUE= { 60*v(5)/(2*pi)} 
Rrpm RPM 0 1 ;v(RPM) = Rotor Speed [ RPM ] 

* Calculation of internal motor torque 
EMt Torque 0 VALUE= {3/2*P*v(Lm3)*(v(12)*v(13)-v(11)*v(14))} 
RMt Torque 0 1 ;v(Torque) =Motor Torque [ Nm] 

* Calculation ofload torque [Nm] 
* Load = Fan, Torque = C*RPM"2 
Eload FAN 0 VALUE = { Trat/Nrat/Nrat*v(RPM)*v(RPM) } 
Rload FAN 0 1 ;v(FAN) =Load Torque [ Nm] 

* Calculation of nonlinear rotor resistance * 
ERr 6 0 
+TABLE {v(10,0)} 
+ (0.0, 3.110) (0.1, 3.126) (0.2, 3.169) (0.3, 3.229) (0.4, 3.296) 
+ (0.5, 3.364) (0.6, 3.430) (0.7, 3.491) (0.8, 3.548) (0.9, 3.599) (1.0, 3.645) 
R_Rr 6 0 1 ;v(6) =Rotor resistance in Ohms 

* Calculation of nonlinear rotor leakage inductance * 
E Lrl7 0 
+TABLE {v(lO,O)} 
+ (0.0, 0.0134) (0.1, 0.0134) (0.2, 0.0132) (0.3, 0.0129) (0.4, 0.0127) 
+ (0.5, 0.0124) (0.6, 0.0 122) (0. 7' 0.0 120) (0.8, 0.0 118) (0.9, 0.0 117) 
+ (1.0, 0.0115) 
R Lrl 7 0 1 ;v(7) = Rotor leakage inductance in Henry's 

* Calculation of nonlinear magnetizing inductance * 
Epsi 8 0 VALUE= { SQRT( v(1)*v(l) + v(2)*v(2))} 
Rpsi 8 0 1 ;v(8) =Flux Linkage in [Vs] 
ELm3 Lm3 0 VALUE= { Lm3/(a + b*PWRS(v(8)/psi_N,n)) } 
RLm3 Lm3 0 1 ;v(Lm3) = Magnetizing Inductance 

* Calculation of slip s 
Eslip 10 0 VALUE= { (omega-P*v(5))/omega} 
Rslip 10 0 1 ;v(10) =slip [ pu] 

* Stator input voltages 
VI 221 0 SIN( 0 {Vs} {frq} 0 0 90) 
V2 222 0 SIN( 0 {Vs} {frq} 0 0 -30) 
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V3 223 0 SIN( 0 {Vs} {frq} 0 0 -150) 
R1 221 0 1 
R2 222 0 1 
R3 223 0 1 

Eux 24 0 VALUE={2/3*v(221)-v(222)/3-v(223)/3} ;3Phase -> 2Phase conversion 
Euy 25 0 V ALUE={(v(222)-v(223))/1.7321} ;3Phase -> 2Phase conversion 
Rux 24 0 1 
Ruy 25 0 1 

.OPTION ITL5 = 0 

.TRAN 0.01 0.50 0 250u 

.PROBE 

;Infinite number of total iterations 
UIC ;Integration errors if step to big ! ! ! 

+ V(l) 
+ V(2) 
+ V(6) 
+ V(7) 
+ V([Lm3]) 
+ V(ll) 
+ V(l2) 
+ V([Torque]) 
+ V([FAN]) 
+ V([RPM]) 
+ V(41) 
+ V(51) 
+ V(221) 
+ V(222) 
+ V(223) 
.END 

;Stator Flux (d) 
;Stator Flux (q) 
;Rotor Resistance (slip) 
;Rotor Leakage Inductance (slip) 

;Magnetizing Inductance 
;Stator Current (d) 
;Stator Current (q) 

;Torque 
;Fan Torque 
;Speed 

;Stator Current, Phase A 
;Rotor Current, Phase A 
;Input Voltage, Phase A 
;Input Voltage, Phase B 
;Input Voltage, Phase C 

Dynamics of a 3-Phase induction machine (Wye stator) with Sine-Wave input 
* A three phase induction machine is switched to a sinusoidal voltage 
* The input voltage is a 3-phase sinusoid, but can be an arbitrary waveform 
* The motor windings are connected in Wye, no neutral conductor is used 
* The primary currents as well as speed and torque are calculated 
* Using nonlinear models for rotor resistance and rotor leakage inductance 
* Ref: Justus, "Dynamisches Verhalten Elektrischer Maschinen", VIEWEG 
* 14-May-1993 

* Vs =Supply Voltage (phase-neutral), frq =supply voltage frequency 
* Lsi= Stator leakage inductance, Lrl = Rotor leakage inductance 
* Lm3= Equivalent 3-phase magnetizing inductance 
* Rs = Stator resistance per phase Rr = Rotor resistance per phase 
* T _load= Load Torque [ Nm ], p = # of pole-pairs 
* a, b, n= Coefficients for magnetizing inductance saturation 
* J = Moment of inertia [ W s3 ] 
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.PARAMVph= {208/1.7321} Vs= {Vph*l.414} pi=3.141593 

.PARAM Vphr-{208/1.7321} Vsr={Vph*1.414} 

.PARAM frq=60 T={l/frq} omega={2*pi*frq} 

.PARAM Lsl=1.06E-02 Lrl=1.34E-02 Lm3=2.15E-Ol 

.PARAM psi_N={Vsr/omega} 

.P ARAM a=0.6 b=0.4 n=8 

.PARAM Rs=5.75 Rr=3.04 

.PARAM Trat=1.38 J=2.00E-3 Nrat=1725 P=2 

.PARAM R1={Rs} R2={Rs} R3={Rs} 

.P ARAM Rxx={2/3 *Rl +R2/6+R3/6} Rxy={ (R3-R2)/2/1. 7321} 

.PARAM Ryx={Rxy} Ryy={(R2+R3)/2} 

.PARAM L1={Lsl} L2={Lsl} L3={Lsl} 

.PARAM Lxx={2/3*L1 +L2/6+L3/6} Lxy={(L3-L2)/2/1.7321} 

.PARAM Lyx={Lxy} Lyy={(L2+L3)/2} 

* Vector Components of magnetic flux linkage 
* Stator (stationary) reference frame 
Gx 0 1 VALUE= {v(24)-Rxx*v(ll)-Rxy*v(12)} ;x-comp. offlux 
Gy 0 2 VALUE= {v(25)-Ryx*v(l1)-Ryy*v(12)} ;y-comp. of flux 
Grx 0 3 VALUE= {O-v(6)*v(13)-P*v(5)*v(4)} ;x-comp. ofrotor flux 
Gry 0 4 VALUE= {O-v(6)*v(14)+P*v(5)*v(3)} ;y-comp. of rotor flux 
Cx 1 0 1 IC=O ;V(l) = psi_x [ Vs] 
Cy 2 0 1 IC=O ;V(2) = psi_y [ Vs] 
Crx 3 0 1 IC=O ;V(3) = psi_rx [ Vs] 
Cry 4 0 1 IC=O ;V(4) = psi_ry [ Vs] 
Rx 1 0 1 E8 ;High res to satisfy DC check of integrator 
Ry 2 0 1 E8 ;High res to satisfy DC check of integrator 
Rrx 3 0 1E8 ;High res to satisfy DC check of integrator 
Rry 4 0 1 E8 ;High res to satisfy DC check of integrator 

* Current components in 2-phase equivalent system 
* Linear equation system solver 
Gisx 0 11 VALUE= {v(1)-(v(Lm3)+Lxx)*v(l1)-Lxy*v(12)-v(Lm3)*v(13)} 
Gisy 0 12 VALUE= {v(2)-(v(Lm3)+Lyy)*v(12)-Lyx*v(11)-v(Lm3)*v(14)} 
Girx 0 13 VALUE= {v(3)-(v(Lm3)+v(7))*v(l3)-v(Lm3)*v(ll)} 
Giry 0 14 VALUE= {v(4)-v(Lm3)*v(l2)-(v(Lm3)+v(7))*v(14)} 
Risx 11 0 1E8 ;High res for eqn system solver, v(11) = i_sx [A] 
Risy 12 0 1E8 ;High res for eqn system solver, v(12) = i_sy [A] 
Rirx 13 0 1E8 ;High res for eqn system solver, v(13) = i_rx [A] 
Riry 14 0 1E8 ;High res for eqn system solver, v(14) = i_ry [A] 

* Stator current components in 3-phase system 
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G ls_3p 0 41 VALUE= {+v(ll) } ;v(41) = i_l [A] 
G2s_3p 0 42 VALUE= {-v(ll)/2 +.866*v(l2)} ;v(42) = i_2 [A] 
G3s_3p 0 43 VALUE= { -v(ll)/2 -.866*v(l2)} ;v(43) = i_3 [A] 
Rls_3p 41 0 1 ;I(Rls_3p) = I(i_l) [A] 
R2s_3p 42 0 1 ;I(R2s_3p) = I(i_2) [A] 
R3s_3p 43 0 1 ;I(R3s_3p) = I(i_3) [A] 

* Coordinate transformation of rotor currents Girx, Giry 
* into rotor reference frame: (lx + jly)*exp(-jwt) 
Girx_r 0 51 VALUE= { + v(l3)*cos(P*v(70)) + v(l4)*sin(P*v(70))} 
Giry _r 0 52 VALUE= { + v(l4)*cos(P*v(70))- v(l3)*sin(P*v(70)) } 
Rirx_r 51 0 1 ;I(Rirx_r) =!(rotor x) [A] 
Riry _r 52 0 1 ;I(Riry _r) = !(rotor y) [ A ] 

* Calculation of mechanical variables 

* Fundamental equation of mechanical motion 
* Integration ofV ALUE ={mechanical angular acceleration} 
* Result, v(5) is mechanical angular velocity 
Gomegam 0 5 VALUE={(v(Torque)-v(FAN))/J} 
Comegam 5 0 1 IC=O ;Initial omega= 0 
Rome gam 5 0 1 E8 ;High res to satisfy DC check of integrator 

* v(70) = Integral of angular velocity since startup 
* VALUE= {mechanical angular velocity omega} 
* Result is mechanical angle since startup 
Gamech 0 70 VALUE = { v(5) } 
Camech 70 0 1 IC=O ;Initial angle= 0 
Ramech 70 0 1 E 1 0 ;High res to satisfy DC check of integrator 

* Calculation of rotor speed [RPM] 
Erpm RPM 0 VALUE= { 60*v(5)/(2*pi) } 
Rrpm RPM 0 1 ;v(RPM) = Rotor Speed [ RPM ] 

* Calculation of internal motor torque 
EMt Torque 0 VALUE= {3/2*P*v(Lm3)*(v(l2)*v(l3)-v(l1)*v(l4))} 
RMt Torque 0 1 ;v(Torque) =Motor Torque [ Nm] 

* Calculation of load torque [Nm] 
* Load =Fan, Torque = C*RPMA2 
Eload FAN 0 VALUE = { Trat/Nrat/Nrat*v(RPM)*v(RPM) } 
Rload FAN 0 l ;v(FAN) =Load Torque [ Nm] 

* Calculation of nonlinear rotor resistance * 
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E _ Rr 6 0 VALUE = { Rr } 
*TABLE {v(IO,O)} 

* (0.0, 3.110) (0.1, 3.126) (0.2, 3.169) (0.3, 3.229) (0.4, 3.296) 
* (0.5, 3.364) (0.6, 3.430) (0.7, 3.491) (0.8, 3.548) (0.9, 3.599) (1.0, 3.645) 
R_Rr 6 0 1 ;v(6) =Rotor resistance in Ohms 

* Calculation of nonlinear rotor leakage inductance * 
E _ Lrl 7 0 VALUE = { Lrl } 
*TABLE {v(10,0)} 
* (0.0, 0.0134) (0.1, 0.0134) (0.2, 0.0132) (0.3, 0.0129) (0.4, 0.0127) 
* (0.5, 0.0124) (0.6, 0.0122) (0.7, 0.0120) (0.8, 0.0118) (0.9, 0.0117) 
* (1.0, 0.0115) 

R Lrl 7 0 1 ;v(7) = Rotor leakage inductance in Henry's 

* Calculation of nonlinear magnetizing inductance * 
Epsi 8 0 VALUE= { SQRT( v(1)*v(l) + v(2)*v(2))} 
Rpsi 8 0 1 ;v(8) =Flux Linkage in [Vs] 
ELm3 Lm3 0 VALUE= { Lm3 } 
RLm3 Lm3 0 1 ;v(Lm3) =Magnetizing Inductance 

* Calculation of slip s 
Eslip 10 0 VALUE= { (omega-P*v(5))/omega} 
Rslip 10 0 1 ;v(10) =slip [ pu] 

* Stator input voltages 
Vl 221 0 SIN( 0 {Vs} {frq} 0 0 90) 
V2 222 0 SIN( 0 {Vs} {frq} 0 0 -30) 
V3 223 0 SIN( 0 {Vs} {frq} 0 0 -150) 
R1 221 0 1 
R2 222 0 1 
R3 223 0 1 
Eux 24 0 V ALUE={2/3*v(221)-v(222)/3-v(223)/3} ;3Phase -> 2Phase conversion 
Euy 25 0 VALUE={(v(222)-v(223))/1.7321} ;3Phase -> 2Phase conversion 
Rux 24 0 1 
Ruy 25 0 1 

.OPTION ITL5 = 0 

.TRAN 0.01 0.50 0 250u 

.PROBE 

;Infinite number of total iterations 
UIC ;Integration errors if step to big ! ! ! 

+ V(l) 
+ V(2) 
+ V(6) 
+ V(7) 
+ V([Lm3]) 

;Stator Flux (d) 
;Stator Flux (q) 
;Rotor Resistance (slip) 
;Rotor Leakage Inductance (slip) 

;Magnetizing Inductance 
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+ V(ll) ;Stator Current (d) 
+ V(12) ;Stator Current (q) 
+ V([Torque]) ;Torque 
+ V([FAN]) ;Fan Torque 
+ V([RPM]) ;Speed 
+ V(41) ;Stator Current, Phase A 
+ V(Sl) ;Rotor Current, Phase A 
+ V(221) ;Input Voltage, Phase A 
+ V(222) ;Input Voltage, Phase B 
+ V(223) ;Input Voltage, Phase C 
.END 
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LINLOG 
Dynamics of a 3-Phase induction machine (Wye stator) with Sine-Wave input 
* A three phase induction machine is switched to a sinusoidal voltage 
* The input voltage is a 3-phase sinusoid, but can be an arbitrary waveform 
* The motor windings are connected in Wye, no neutral conductor is used 
* The primary currents as well as speed and torque are calculated 
* Using nonlinear models for rotor resistance and rotor leakage inductance 
* Ref: Justus, "Dynamisches Verhalten Elektrischer Maschinen", VIEWEG 
* 14-Apr-1993 

* V s = Supply Voltage (phase-neutral), frq = supply voltage frequency 
* Lsi= Stator leakage inductance, Lrl =Rotor leakage inductance 
* Lm3= Equivalent 3-phase magnetizing inductance 
* Rs = Stator resistance per phase Rr = Rotor resistance per phase 
* T_load =Load Torque [ Nm ], p =#of pole-pairs 
* a, b, n= Coefficients for magnetizing inductance saturation 
* J = Moment of inertia [ Ws3 ] 
.PARAM Vph= {240/1.7321} Vs= {Vph*l.414} pi=3.141593 
.PARAM Vphr-{208/1.7321} Vsr={Vph*l.414} 
.PARAM frq=60 T={llfrq} omega={2*pi*frq} 
.PARAM Lsl=l.06E-02 Lrl=1.34E-02 Lm3=2.15E-01 
.PARAM psi_N={Vsr/omega} 
.PARAM a=0.6 b=0.4 n=8 
.PARAM Rs=5.75 Rr=3.04 
.PARAM Trat=1.38 J=2.00E-3 Nrat=l725 P=2 

.PARAM R1={Rs} R2={Rs} R3={Rs} 

.PARAM Rxx={2/3*Rl+R2/6+R3/6} Rxy={(R3-R2)/2/1.7321} 

.PARAM Ryx={Rxy} Ryy={(R2+R3)/2} 

.PARAM L1={Lsl} L2={Lsl} L3={Lsl} 

.PARAM Lxx={2/3*L1 +L2/6+L3/6} Lxy={(L3-L2)/2/1.7321} 

.PARAM Lyx={Lxy} Lyy={(L2+L3)/2} 

* Vector Components of magnetic flux linkage 
* Stator (stationary) reference frame 
Gx 0 1 VALUE= {v(24)-Rxx*v(l1)-Rxy*v(12)} ;x-comp. of flux 
Gy 0 2 VALUE= {v(25)-Ryx*v(ll)-Ryy*v(12)} ;y-comp. of flux 
Grx 0 3 VALUE= {O-v(6)*v(l3)-P*v(5)*v(4)} ;x-comp. of rotor flux 
Gry 0 4 VALUE= {O-v(6)*v(14)+P*v(5)*v(3)} ;y-comp. of rotor flux 
Cx 1 0 1 IC=O ;V(1) = psi_x [ Vs] 
Cy 2 0 1 IC=O ;V(2) = psi_y [ Vs] 
Crx 3 0 1 IC=O ;V(3) = psi_rx [ Vs] 
Cry 4 0 1 IC=O ;V(4) = psi_ry [ Vs] 
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Rx 1 0 1E8 
Ry 2 0 1E8 
Rrx 3 0 1E8 
Rry 4 0 1E8 

;High res to satisfy DC check of integrator 
;High res to satisfy DC check of integrator 
;High res to satisfy DC check of integrator 
;High res to satisfy DC check of integrator 

* Current components in 2-phase equivalent system 
* Linear equation system solver 
Gisx 0 11 VALUE= {v(l)-(v(Lm3)+Lxx)*v(ll)-Lxy*v(l2)-v(Lm3)*v(13)} 
Gisy 0 12 VALUE= {v(2)-(v(Lm3)+Lyy)*v(12)-Lyx*v(ll)-v(Lm3)*v(l4)} 
Girx 0 13 VALUE= {v(3)-(v(Lm3)+v(7))*v(l3)-v(Lm3)*v(ll)} 
Giry 0 14 VALUE= {v(4)-v(Lm3)*v(l2)-(v(Lm3)+v(7))*v(l4)} 
Risx 11 0 1E8 ;High res for eqn system solver, v(ll) = i_sx [A] 
Risy 12 0 1E8 ;High res for eqn system solver, v(l2) = i_sy [A] 
Rirx 13 0 1E8 ;High res for eqn system solver, v(l3) = i_rx [A] 
Riry 14 0 1E8 ;High res for eqn system solver, v(l4) = i_ry [A] 

* Stator current components in 3-phase system 
Gls_3p 0 41 VALUE= {+v(ll) } ;v(41) = i_l [A] 
G2s_3p 0 42 VALUE= {-v(ll)/2 +.866*v(l2)} ;v(42) = i_2 [A] 
G3s_3p 0 43 VALUE= { -v(ll)/2 -.866*v(l2)} ;v(43) = i_3 [A] 
Rls_3p 41 0 1 ;I(Rls_3p) = I(i_l) [A] 
R2s_3p 42 0 1 ;I(R2s_3p) = I(i_2) [A] 
R3s_3p 43 0 1 ;I(R3s_3p) = I(i_3) [A] 

* Coordinate transformation of rotor currents Girx, Giry 
* into rotor reference frame: (lx + jly)*exp(-jwt) 
Girx r 0 51 VALUE= { + v(l3)*cos(P*v(70)) + v(14)*sin(P*v(70)) } 
Giry=r 0 52 VALUE= { + v(l4)*cos(P*v(70))- v(l3)*sin(P*v(70))} 
Rirx r 51 0 1 ;I(Rirx_r) =!(rotor x) [A] 
Riry=r 52 0 1 ;I(Riry_r) = l(rotory) [A] 

* Calculation of mechanical variables 

* Fundamental equation of mechanical motion 
* Integration ofV ALUE ={mechanical angular acceleration} 
* Result, v(5) is mechanical angular velocity 
Gomegam 0 5 V ALUE={(v(Torque)-v(FAN))/J} 
Comegam 5 0 1 IC=O ;Initial omega= 0 
Rome gam 5 0 1 E8 ;High res to satisfy DC check of integrator 

* v(70) = Integral of angular velocity since startup 
* VALUE= {mechanical angular velocity omega} 
* Result is mechanical angle since startup 
Gamech 0 70 VALUE= { v(5) } 
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1 IC=O ;Initial angle = 0 Camech 70 0 
Ramech 70 0 1 E 10 ;High res to satisfy DC check of integrator 

* Calculation of rotor speed [RPM] 
Erpm RPM 0 VALUE= { 60*v(5)/(2*pi) } 
Rrpm RPM 0 1 ;v(RPM) = Rotor Speed [ RPM ] 

* Calculation of internal motor torque 
EMt Torque 0 VALUE= {3/2*P*v(Lm3)*(v(12)*v(l3)-v(l1)*v(l4))} 
RMt Torque 0 1 ;v(Torque) =Motor Torque [ Nm] 

* Calculation of load torque [Nm] 
* Load= Fan, Torque = C*RPM/\2 
Eload FAN 0 VALUE = { Trat/Nrat/Nrat*v(RPM)*v(RPM) } 
Rload FAN 0 1 ;v(F AN) = Load Torque [ Nm ] 

* Calculation of nonlinear rotor resistance * 
ERr60 
+TABLE {v(10,0)} 
+ (0.0, 3.110) (0.1, 3.126) (0.2, 3.169) (0.3, 3.229) (0.4, 3.296) 
+ (0.5, 3.364) (0.6, 3.430) (0.7, 3.491) (0.8, 3.548) (0.9, 3.599) (1.0, 3.645) 
R Rr 6 0 1 ;v(6) =Rotor resistance in Ohms 

* Calculation of nonlinear rotor leakage inductance * 
E Lrl7 0 
+TABLE {v(lO,O)} 
+ (0.0, 0.0134) (0.1, 0.0134) (0.2, 0.0132) (0.3, 0.0129) (0.4, 0.0127) 
+ (0.5, 0.0124) (0.6, 0.0122) (0.7, 0.0120) (0.8, 0.0118) (0.9, 0.0117) 
+ (1.0, 0.0115) 
R Lrl 7 0 1 ;v(7) = Rotor leakage inductance in Henry's 

* Calculation of nonlinear magnetizing inductance * 
Epsi 8 0 VALUE= { SQRT( v(1)*v(l) + v(2)*v(2))} 
Rpsi 8 0 1 ;v(8) = Flux Linkage in [V s] 
ELm3 Lm3 0 VALUE= { Lm3/(a + b*PWRS(v(8)/psi_N,n)) } 
RLm3 Lm3 0 1 ;v(Lm3) =Magnetizing Inductance 

* Calculation of slip s 
Eslip 10 0 VALUE= { (omega-P*v(5))/omega} 
Rslip10 0 1 ;v(10)=slip[pu] 

* Stator input voltages 
V1 221 0 SIN( 0 {Vs} {frq} 0 0 90) 
V2 222 0 SIN( 0 {Vs} {frq} 0 0 -30) 
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V3 223 0 
Rl 221 0 
R2 222 0 

SIN( 0 {Vs} {frq} 0 0 -150) 
1 
1 

R3 223 0 1 
Eux 
Euy 
Rux 
Ruy 

24 0 
25 0 
24 0 
25 0 

VALUE= { 2/3 *v(221 )-v(222 )/3 -v(223 )/3} ;3 Phase -> 2Phase conversion 
VALUE={ (v(222)-v(223))/1.7321} ;3Phase -> 2Phase conversion 
1 
1 

.OPTION ITL5 = 0 

.TRAN 0.01 0.50 0 250u 

.PROBE 

;Infmite number of total iterations 
UIC ;Integration errors if step to big ! ! ! 

+ V(l) 
+ V(2) 
+ V(6) 
+ V(7) 
+ V([Lm3]) 
+ V(ll) 
+ V(l2) 
+ V([Torque]) 
+ V([FAN]) 
+ V([RPM]) 
+ V(41) 
+ V(51) 
+ V(221) 
+ V(222) 
+ V(223) 
.END 

;Stator Flux (d) 
;Stator Flux (q) 
;Rotor Resistance (slip) 
;Rotor Leakage Inductance (slip) 

;Magnetizing Inductance 
;Stator Current (d) 
;Stator Current (q) 

;Torque 
;Fan Torque 
;Speed 

;Stator Current, Phase A 
;Rotor Current, Phase A 
;Input Voltage, Phase A 
;Input Voltage, Phase B 
;Input Voltage, Phase C 

Dynamics of a 3-Phase induction machine (Wye stator) with Sine-Wave input 
* A three phase induction machine is switched to a sinusoidal voltage 
* The input voltage is a 3-phase sinusoid, but can be an arbitrary waveform 
* The motor windings are connected in Wye, no neutral conductor is used 
* The primary currents as well as speed and torque are calculated 
* Using nonlinear models for rotor resistance and rotor leakage inductance 
* Ref: Justus, "Dynamisches Verhalten Elektrischer Maschinen", VIEWEG 
* 14-Apr-1993 

* Vs =Supply Voltage (phase-neutral), frq =supply voltage frequency 
* Lsi= Stator leakage inductance, Lrl = Rotor leakage inductance 
* Lm3= Equivalent 3-phase magnetizing inductance 
* Rs = Stator resistance per phase Rr = Rotor resistance per phase 
* T_load =Load Torque [ Nm ], p =#of pole-pairs 
* a, b, n= Coefficients for magnetizing inductance saturation 
* J =Moment of inertia [ Ws3] 
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.PARAMVph= {240/1.7321} Vs= {Vph*1.414} pi=3.141593 

.PARAM Vphr={208/1.7321} Vsr={Vph*1.414} 

.PARAM frq=60 T={ 1/frq} omega={2*pi*frq} 

.PARAM Lsl=1.06E-02 Lrl=1.34E-02 Lm3=2.15E-01 

.PARAM psi_N={Vsr/omega} 

.PARAM a=0.6 b=0.4 n=8 

.PARAM Rs=5.75 Rr=3.04 

.PARAM Trat=1.38 J=2.00E-3 Nrat=l725 P=2 

.PARAM Rl={Rs} R2={Rs} R3={Rs} 

.PARAM Rxx={2/3*Rl+R2/6+R3/6} Rxy={(R3-R2)/2/1.7321} 

.PARAM Ryx={Rxy} Ryy={{R2+R3)/2} 

.PARAM Ll={Lsl} L2={Lsl} L3={Lsl} 
_ .PARAM Lxx={2/3*L1 +L2/6+L3/6} Lxy={(L3-L2)/2/1.7321} 
.PARAM Lyx={Lxy} Lyy={(L2+L3)/2} 

* Vector Components of magnetic flux linkage 
* Stator (stationary) reference frame 
Gx 0 1 VALUE= {v(24)-Rxx*v(ll)-Rxy*v(12)} ;x-comp. of flux 
Gy 0 2 VALUE= {v(25)-Ryx*v(ll)-Ryy*v(12)} ;y-comp. of flux 
Grx 0 3 VALUE= {O-v(6)*v(13)-P*v(5)*v(4)} ;x-comp. of rotor flux 
Gry 0 4 VALUE= {O-v(6)*v(14)+P*v(5)*v(3)} ;y-comp. ofrotor flux 
Cx 1 0 1 IC=O ;V(l) = psi_x [ Vs] 
Cy 2 0 1 IC=O ;V(2) = psi_y [ Vs] 
Crx 3 0 1 IC=O ;V(3) = psi_rx [ Vs] 
Cry 4 0 1 IC=O ;V(4) = psi_ry [ Vs] 
Rx 1 0 1 E8 ;High res to satisfy DC check of integrator 
Ry 2 0 1 E8 ;High res to satisfy DC check of integrator 
Rrx 3 0 1 E8 ;High res to satisfy DC check of integrator 
Rry 4 0 1E8 ;High res to satisfy DC check of integrator 

* Current components in 2-phase equivalent system 
* Linear equation system solver 
Gisx 0 11 VALUE= {v(l)-(v(Lm3)+Lxx)*v(11)-Lxy*v(l2)-v(Lm3)*v(l3)} 
Gisy 0 12 VALUE= {v(2)-(v(Lm3)+Lyy)*v(12)-Lyx*v(ll)-v(Lm3)*v(l4)} 
Girx 0 13 VALUE= {v(3)-(v(Lm3)+v(7))*v(13)-v(Lm3)*v(ll)} 
Giry 0 14 VALUE= {v(4)-v(Lm3)*v(12)-(v(Lm3)+v(7))*v(l4)} 
Risx 11 0 1E8 ;High res for eqn system solver, v(11) = i_sx [A] 
Risy 12 0 1E8 ;High res for eqn system solver, v(12) = i_sy [A] 
Rirx 13 0 1E8 ;High res for eqn system solver, v(13) = i_rx [A] 
Riry 14 0 1E8 ;High res for eqn system solver, v(14) = i_ry [A] 

* Stator current components in 3-phase system 
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Gls_3p 0 41 VALUE= {+v(11) } ;v(41) = i_l [A] 
G2s_3p 0 42 VALUE= {-v(11)/2 +.866*v(12)} ;v(42) = i_2 [A] 
G3s_3p 0 43 VALUE= {-v(ll)/2 -.866*v(12)} ;v(43) = i_3 [A] 
R1s_3p 41 0 1 ;I(Rls_3p) = I(i_l) [A] 
R2s_3p 42 0 1 ;I(R2s_3p) = I(i_2) [A] 
R3s_3p 43 0 1 ;I(R3s_3p) = I(i_3) [A] 

* Coordinate transformation of rotor currents Girx, Giry 
* into rotor reference frame: (lx + jly)*exp( -jwt) 
Girx_r 0 51 VALUE= { + v(13)*cos(P*v(70)) + v(14)*sin(P*v(70)) } 
Giry_r 0 52 VALUE= { + v(l4)*cos(P*v(70))- v(13)*sin(P*v(70))} 
Rirx_r 51 0 1 ;I(Rirx_r) =!(rotor x) [A] 
Riry _r 52 0 1 ;I(Riry _r) = !(rotor y) [ A ] 

* Calculation of mechanical variables 

* Fundamental equation of mechanical motion 
* Integration ofV ALUE ={mechanical angular acceleration} 
* Result, v(5) is mechanical angular velocity 
Gomegam 0 5 V ALUE={(v(Torque)-v(FAN))/J} 
Comegam 5 0 1 IC=O ;Initial omega= 0 
Romegam 5 0 1 E8 ;High res to satisfy DC check of integrator 

* v(70) = Integral of angular velocity since startup 
* VALUE = {mechanical angular velocity omega} 
* Result is mechanical angle since startup 
Gamech 0 70 VALUE= { v(5)} 
Camech 70 0 1 IC=O ;Initial angle = 0 
Ramech 70 0 1 E 1 0 ;High res to satisfy DC check of integrator 

* Calculation of rotor speed [RPM] 
Erpm RPM 0 VALUE= { 60*v(5)/(2*pi)} 
Rrpm RPM 0 1 ;v(RPM) = Rotor Speed [ RPM ] 

* Calculation of internal motor torque 
EMt Torque 0 VALUE= {3/2*P*v(Lm3)*(v(l2)*v(l3)-v(ll)*v(14))} 
RMt Torque 0 1 ;v(Torque) =Motor Torque [ Nm] 

* Calculation of load torque [Nm] 
* Load =Fan, Torque = C*RPM"2 
Eload FAN 0 VALUE = { Trat/Nrat/Nrat*v(RPM)*v(RPM) } 
Rload FAN 0 1 ;v(F AN) = Load Torque [ Nm ] 

* Calculation of nonlinear rotor resistance * 
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E_Rr 6 0 
+TABLE {v(lO,O)} 
+ (0.0, 3.110) (0.1, 3.126) (0.2, 3.169) (0.3, 3.229) (0.4, 3.296) 
+ (0.5, 3.364) (0.6, 3.430) (0.7, 3.491) (0.8, 3.548) (0.9, 3.599) (1.0, 3.645) 
R_Rr 6 0 1 ;v(6) =Rotor resistance in Ohms 

* Calculation of nonlinear rotor leakage inductance * 
E_Lrl 7 0 
+TABLE {v(lO,O)} 
+ (0.0, 0.0134) (0.1, 0.0134) (0.2, 0.0132) (0.3, 0.0129) (0.4, 0.0127) 
+ (0.5, 0.0124) (0.6, 0.0122) (0.7, 0.0120) (0.8, 0.0118) (0.9, 0.0117) 
+ (1.0, 0.0115) 

R Lrl 7 0 1 ;v(7) = Rotor leakage inductance in Henry's 

* Calculation of nonlinear magnetizing inductance * 
Epsi 8 0 VALUE= { SQRT( v(1)*v(l) + v(2)*v(2))} 
Rpsi 8 0 1 ;v(8) =Flux Linkage in [Vs) 
ELm3 Lm3 0 VALUE = { Lm3 } 
RLm3 Lm3 0 1 ;v(Lm3) = Magnetizing Inductance 

* Calculation of slip s 
Eslip 10 0 VALUE= { (omega-P*v(5))/omega} 
Rslip 10 0 1 ;v(lO) =slip [ pu] 

* Stator input voltages 
Vl 221 0 SIN( 0 {Vs} {frq} 0 0 90) 
V2 222 0 SIN( 0 {Vs} {frq} 0 0 -30) 
V3 223 0 SIN( 0 {Vs} {frq} 0 0 -150) 
Rl 221 0 1 
R2 222 0 1 
R3 223 0 1 
Eux 24 0 VALUE={2/3*v(221)-v(222)/3-v(223)/3} ;3Phase -> 2Phase conversion 
Euy 25 0 V ALUE={(v(222)-v(223))/1.7321} ;3Phase -> 2Phase conversion 
Rux 24 0 1 
Ruy 25 0 1 

.OPTION ITL5 = 0 

.TRAN 0.01 0.50 0 250u 

.PROBE 

;Infmite number of total iterations 
UIC ;Integration errors if step to big ! ! ! 

+ V(l) 
+ V(2) 
+ V(6) 
+ V(7) 
+ V([Lm3]) 

;Stator Flux (d) 
;Stator Flux ( q) 
;Rotor Resistance (slip) 
;Rotor Leakage Inductance (slip) 

;Magnetizing Inductance 
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+ V(ll) ;Stator Current (d) 
+ V(l2) ; Stator Current ( q) 
+ V([Torque]) ;Torque 
+ V([FAN]) ;Fan Torque 
+ V([RPM]) ;Speed 
+ V(41) ;Stator Current, Phase A 
+ V(Sl) ;Rotor Current, Phase A 
+ V(221) ;Input Voltage, Phase A 
+ V(222) ;Input Voltage, Phase B 
+ V(223) ;Input Voltage, Phase C 
.END 
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APPENDIXB 

BASIC PROGRAM FOR PWM 

CODE CALCULATION 
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10 SCREEN 0 : CLS :KEY OFF 
20 LOCATE 2,18: PRINT"** Program for PWM Code Calculation**" 
30 LOCATE 3,18: PRINT"** Version Sep/28/93 **" 
40 LOCATE 4,18: PRINT"** Produces INTEL Code EPROM Files**" 
50 LOCATE 5,18: PRINT"** (C) 1993 by M. Giesselmann **" 
60 TOP%=1: BOTO/o= 6: LEFT%=15: RIGHT%=58: GOSUB 5560: REM** DRAW 
FRAME** 
70 REM** Variable Definitions** 
80 DIM PWM%(2048,7), MODUL(32), M%(32), MD%(32,2) 
90 DIM REAL (2048), IMAG (2048) :REM**** Variables for FFT ROUTINE**** 
100 ADDRESS%=0: INC%=32 :REM**** Init Var's for INTEL Format**** 
110 PI#=3.141592653589793# :REM**** Double Precision PI**** 
120 GOSUB 2200 :REM**** Read Frq Mod Default Values**** 
130 REM*********************** 
140 REM** Input DATA Dialog** 
150 REM*********************** 
160 REM** USE SETUP FILE?** 
170 GOSUB 2750 : IF SUP$= "N" THEN 250 
180 TOP%=17: BO'f0/o=24: LEF'fO/o=lO: RIGHT%=63 : GOSUB 5560: REM** 
ORA W FRAME ** 
190 REM * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
200 REM * * * * READ SETUP FILE * * * * 
210 REM************************* 
220 GOSUB 2290 :IF SUP.FILE$="" THEN END 
230GOT0640 
240 REM*********************** 
250 REM**** NO SETUP FILE**** 
260 REM*********************** 
270 TOP%=7: BOT%=24: LEFT%=10: RIGHT%=63 : GOSUB 5560 :REM** ORA W 
FRAME** 
280 LOCATE 8,20 
290 INPUT "INVERTED DATA Output [YIN] :",INV$ 
300 IF INV$= "y" THEN INV$= "Y" 
310 IF INV$= "n" THEN INV$= "N" 
320 IF INV$<>"Y" AND INV$<>"N" THEN 280 
330 LOCATE 9,20 
340 INPUT "Include Blanking Time [YIN] :",BLT$ 
350 IF BLT$= "y" THEN BLT$= "Y" 
360 IF BLT$= "n" THEN BLT$= "N" 
370 IF BLT$<>"Y" AND BLT$<>"N" THEN 330 
380 LOCATE 10,20 
390 INPUT "Space Vector Modulation [YIN] :",SPV$ 
400 IF SPV$= "y" THEN SPV$= "Y" 
410 IF SPV$= "n" THEN SPV$= "N" 
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420 IF SPV$<>"Y" AND SPV$<>"N" THEN 380 
430 LOCATE 11 20 , 
440 INPUT "512/1024/2048 Points/Period :",POINTS$ 
450 POINTS%=V AL(POINTS$) 
460 IF POINTS%<> 512 AND POINTS%<> 1024 AND POINTS%<> 2048 THEN 
430 
4 70 LOCATE 12,20 

480 INPUT "8/16/32 Modulation Ratios :",RATIOS$ 
490 RA TIOS%=V AL(RA TIOS$) 
500 IF RATIOS%<> 8 AND RATIOS%<> 16 AND RATIOS%<> 32 THEN 470 
510 LOCATE 13,20 
520 INPUT "Number of Sinewaves [ 1/2] :",WAVES$ 
530 WA VES%=V AL(WA VES$) 
540 IF WAVES%< 1 OR WAVES%> 2 THEN 510 
550 REM********************************* 
560 REM*** INPUT AMPLITUDE MOD RATIO*** 
570 REM********************************* 
580 GOSUB 2890 
590 REM * * ** ** ** ** ** ** ** *** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** 
600 REM*** INPUT FREQUENCY MOD RATIO*** 
610 REM **** ** ***************** ****** **** 
620 GOSUB 3100 
630 REM************************** 
640 REM * * * * WRITE SETUP FILE * * * * 
650 REM************************** 
660 GOSUB 2510 
670 EPROM=(POINTS%/128)*RA TIOS% 
680 LOCATE 20,20 
690 PRINT "EPROM Size needed ="EPROM"k ! ! " 
700 LOCATE 21,20 
710 INPUT "Name of Output File .'OAT' :",FILE$ 
720 IF LEN(FILE$) > 8 THEN 700 
730 IF FILE$<>"" THEN OPEN FILE$+".DAT" FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
740 REM * ********* **** ************* ******* 
750 REM** OPTIONS for GRAPHICS DISPLAY** 
760 REM * ******* ****** ******************** 
770 GOSUB 3330 
780 REM************************ 
790 REM * * * * Start Graphics * * * * 
800 REM************************ 
810 REM**** X-LIMITS FOR GRAPHICS SCREEN**** 
820 XL=O : XU={POINTS%-1) 
830 REM************************************** 
840 REM**** Y-LIMITS FOR GRAPHICS SCREEN**** 
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850 REM************************************** 
860 IF GRAPH$= "I" THEN YL=-15 : YU=+250*(POINTS%/512) 
870 IF GRAPH$ = "V" OR GRAPH$ = "T" THEN YL=-1! : YU=+ 1! 
880 IF GRAPH$ = "P" THEN YL=-1.25 : YU=+ 1.25 
890 IF GRAPH$ <>"F" THEN GOSUB 3590 ELSE CLS 
900 REM*********************** 
910 REM*** START MAIN LOOP*** 
920 REM*********************** 
930 NFFP/o=(POINTS%-1) :REM*** Number ofPoints for FFT **** 
940 FFTBITS%=1.4427*LOG(NFFT%): REM*** FFTBITS% = LOG(2) {NFFT%) 
*** 

950 IF SPV$ ="Y" THEN SPV=.211 ELSE SPV=O :REM*** Space Vector Modulation 
*** 

960 FOR MR% = 0 TO (RATIOS%-1): REM*** Go through all Modulation Ratios*** 
970 REM***** Print Header Line of Screen for each Mod Ratio***** 
980 MODUL.DIS = INT(100*MODUL(MR%)+.5) 
990 LOCATE 1,1 : PRINT SP ACE$(80); 
1000 LOCATE 1,10: COLOR 7 
1010 PRINT"Calculating Mod Ratio:"; 
1020 COLOR 11: PRINT MR%; : COLOR 7 
1030 PRINT"with"· 

' 
1040 COLOR 11: PRINT MODUL.DIS; : COLOR 7 
1050 PRINT"% Amp. Mod and"; 
1060 COLOR 11: PRINTMo/o(MR%); :COLOR 7 
1070 PRINT" Freq. Mod" 
1080 REM 
******************************************************************* 
1090 REM** Define STP# (Step) for Main Loop and initialize ALPHA# ** 
1100 REM** STP# is the increment between points ofthe reference wave** 
1110 REM** ALPHA# is the double precision argument of the reference wave** 
1120 REM 
******************************************************************* 
1130 STP#=WA VES%*2*PI#/(POINTS%-1) : ALPHA#=STP#/1 0000 
1140 REM 
********************************************************************** 
1150 REM **DEFINE TRIANGLE FUN C T I 0 N PAR AM E T E R 
S** 
1160 REM** The triangle function is realized by a series of linear functions** 
1170 REM** with alternating slopes and increasing and alternating offsets ** 
1180 REM** M% is the frequency modulation ratio of the current modul ratio ** 
1190 REM** INC# is the increment between the zero crossing and the peak of ** 
1200 REM** the triangle wave; the amplitude of the trig wave is always 1.0 ** 
1210 REM** SLOPE#= slope of the triangle wave segments, #=double precision** 
1220 REM** 0% is the number of the triangle wave segment fn starting from 0 ** 
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1230 REM **X# is the max value for ALPHA# for the current triangle segment fn** 
1240 REM** A new triangle segment function (fn) is needed whenever the slope** 
1250 REM * * of the triangle wave changes * * 
1260 REM 

********************************************************************** 
1270 M%=M%(MR%): INC#=WAVES%*PI#/(2*M%): SLOPE#=l/INC# 
1280 0%=0: X#=O: YG=O 
1290 REM*** REINITIALIZE GRAPHICS*** 
1300 IF (GRAPH$="P" OR GRAPH$="T") AND MR%>0 THEN GOSUB 3590 
1310 IF GRAPH$="I" THEN PSET (0,0),10 
1320 REM*************************** 
1330 REM******* PWM- LOOP******** 
1340 REM*************************** 
1350 FOR I%= 0 TO (POINTS%-1) 
1360 REM ** ******************************** ************ ************ 
1370 REM**** DETERMINE# (0%) ofLINEAR FUNCTION for TRIANGLE**** 
1380 REM ** **** * * *** ** ** ** * * * * ** ** **** ** *** ** * * ** ** * * * * ** ** **** ** ** 
1390 WHILE X# <ALPHA# 
1400 IF X#<INC#/2 THEN X#=X#+INC# ELSE X#=X#+2*INC#: 0%=0%+1 
1410 WEND 
1420 REM ** *********** *********************************** ***** 
1430 REM**** CALCULATE PHASE-NEUTRAL REFERENCE SINEW AVES**** 
1440 REM ************* *************************** ******** ***** 
1450 AN# = MODUL(MR%)*(SIN(ALPHA#+O*PI#/3)+SPV*SIN(3*ALPHA#)) 
1460 BN# = MODUL(MR%)*(SIN(ALPHA#+2*PI#/3)+SPV*SIN(3*ALPHA#)) 
1470 CN# = MODUL(MR%)*(SIN(ALPHA#+4*PI#/3)+SPV*SIN(3*ALPHA#)) 
1480 REM 
******************************************************************* 
1490 REM** TRIG#= +/-SLOPE#* ALPHA#+ (OFFSET); OFFSET is 0, -2, +4 ... ** 
1500 REM** Initial SLOPE# is negative (see Mohan Book Page 132) !!!!! ** 
1510 REM 
******************************************************************* 
1520 TRIG#= (-1)"(0%+1)*SLOPE#*ALPHA#+((-1)"0%*2*0%) 
1530 REM ** *** * * **** ** * * ** ** * * ** * ** * * ** ** * * ** ** ** * 
1540 REM**** COMPARE SINEW AVES WITH TRIANGLE**** 
1550 REM ****************************** *********** 
1560 REM*** BIT# 7 is upper IGBT Phase A **** 
1570 REM*** BIT# 6 is upper IGBT Phase B **** 
1580 REM*** BIT# 5 is upper IGBT Phase C **** 
1590 REM*** BIT# 4 is lower IGBT Phase A **** 
1600 REM*** BIT# 3 is lower IGBT Phase B **** 
1610 REM*** BIT# 2 is lower IGBT Phase C **** 
1620 REM*** BIT# 1 & BIT# 0 (LSB) not used**** 
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1630 IF TRIG#< AN# THEN PWM%(1%,7) = 1: PWM%(1%,4) = O:REM Upper 
IGBTon 

1640 IF TRIG#< BN# THEN PWM%(1%,6) = 1: PWM%(1%,3) = O:REM Upper 
IGBTon 

1650 IF TRIG# < CN# THEN PWM%(1%,5) = 1 : PWM%(1%,2) = O:REM Upper 
IGBTon 

1660 IF TRIG#> AN# THEN PWM%(1%,7) = 0: PWM%(1%,4) = l:REM Lower 
IGBTon 

1670 IF TRIG#> BN# THEN PWM%(1%,6) = 0: PWM%(1%,3) = l:REM Lower 
IGBTon 

1680 IF TRIG#> CN# THEN PWM%(1%,5) = 0 : PWM%(1%,2) = 1 :REM Lower 
IGBTon 

1690 IF TRIG#= AN# THEN PWM%(1%,7) = 0: PWM%(1%,4) = O:REM NO 
IGBTon 

1700 IF TRIG#= BN# THEN PWM%(1%,6) = 0 : PWM%(1%,3) = O:REM NO 
IGBTon 
1710 IF TRIG#= CN# THEN PWM%(1%,5) = 0: PWM%(1%,2) = O:REM NO 
IGBTon 
1720 ALPHA#=ALPHA#+STP# 
1730 REM************************************* 
1740 REM** Draw Graph Before Blanking Time** 
1750 REM************************************* 
1760 IF GRAPH$= "V" THEN LINE- (I%,AN#),l2 
1770 IF GRAPH$= "T" THEN LINE- (I%,TRIG#),12 
1780 NEXT!% 
1790 REM********************* 
1800 REM*** BLANKING TIME*** 
1810 REM********************* 
1820 IF BL T$="Y" THEN GO SUB 4240 
1830 REM************* 
1840 REM**** FFT **** 
1850 REM************* 
1860 IF GRAPH$="F" THEN GOSUB 4680 
1870 REM************************************ 
1880 REM** Draw Graph After Blanking Time** 
1890 REM * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
1900 PSET (0,0), 10 : YG=O 
1910 FOR 1%=0 TO POINTS% 
1920 XG = 1% 
1930 IF GRAPH$ = "I" THEN YG = YG + PWM%(1%, 7)-PWM%(1%,4) 
1940 IF GRAPH$= "P" THEN YG = PWM%(1%,7)-PWM%(1%,4) 
1950 IF GRAPH$= "I" OR GRAPH$= "P" THEN LINE- (XG,YG),12 
1960 NEXT!% 
1970 REM*********************************** 
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1980 REM**** PRINT DATA TO OUTPUT FILE**** 
1990 REM*********************************** 
2000 IF FILE$<>"" THEN GOSUB 3760: GOTO 2080 
2010 IF GRAPH$= "V" OR GRAPH$= "I" THEN 2080: REM*** SKIP PAUSE*** 
2020 REM*************************************************** 
2030 REM**** PAUSE to look at GRAPH; cont. with RETURN**** 
2040 REM ***** *************************************** ** ***** 
2050 LOCATE 25,30: COLOR 10: PRINT"Continue with 'RETURN"'; 
2060 A$=INKEY$:IF A$<>CHR$(13) THEN 2060 
2070 LOCATE 25,1 :COLOR 7: PRINT SPACE$(80); 
2080 NEXT MR% 
2090 IF FILE$ <> '"' THEN CLOSE# 1 
21 00 REM * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
2110 REM**** ANOTHER FILE I END?**** 
2120 REM ****************************** 
2130 
2140 
2150 
THEN 
2160 
2170 
2180 

LOCATE 1,1 : PRINT SPACE$(80); 
COLOR 10:LOCATE 1,30: PRINT "ANOTHER FILE [YIN]"; 
A$=INKEY$:IF A$<>"Y" AND A$<>"y" AND A$<>"N" AND A$ <>"n" 

GOTO 2150 
COLOR 7 : PRINT A$ 
IF A$="Y" OR A$="y" THEN RUN 
IF A$="N" OR A$="n" THEN END 

2190 REM * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
2200 REM**** READ FRQ MOD DEFAULT VALUES***** 
221 0 REM * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
2220 FOR K%=0 TO 2 
2230 FOR I%=0 TO 31 
2240 READ MD%(I%,K%): REM***** READ "DATA" Values into MD% Array 
****** 
2250 NEXTI% 
2260NEXTK% 
2270 RETURN 
2280 REM************************* 
2290 REM**** READ SETUP FILE**** 
2300 REM************************* 
231 0 LOCATE 18,20 
2320 INPUT "Read SETUP File .'SUP' :",SUP.FILE$ 
2330 IF SUP.FILE$="" THEN RETURN 
2340 IF LEN(SUP.FILE$) > 8 THEN 2310 
2350 OPEN SUP.FILE$+".SUP" FOR INPUT AS #2 
2360 REM**** READ the Setup File Parameters **** 
23 70 INPUT#2,D$ 
23 80 INPUT#2,D$ 
2390 INPUT#2,D,INV$ 
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2400 INPUT#2,D,BL T$ 
2410 INPUT#2,D,SPV$ 
2420 INPUT#2,D,POINTS% 
2430 INPUT#2,D,RA TIOS% 
2440 INPUT#2,D, W A YES% 
2450 FOR I%= 0 TO (RATIOS%-1) 
2460 INPUT#2, D, MODUL(I%), D, M%(I%) 
2470 NEXTI% 
2480 CLOSE#2 
2490 RETURN 
2500 REM************************** 
2510 REM**** WRITE SETUP FILE**** 
2520 REM************************** 
2530 LOCATE 19,20 
2540 INPUT "Write SETUP File .'SUP' :",SUP.FILE$ 
2550 IF SUP.FILE$="" THEN RETURN 
2560 IF LEN(SUP.FILE$) > 8 THEN 2530 
2570 OPEN SUP.FILE$+".SUP" FOR OUTPUT AS #2 
2580 PRINT#2,DA TE$ 
2590 PRINT#2,TIME$ 
2600 PRINT#2,"INVERTED _DATA:";T AB(l8);1NV$ 
2610 PRINT#2,"BLANKING_TIME:";TAB(18);BLT$ 
2620 PRINT#2,"SPACE_ VEC_MOD:";TAB(18);SPV$ 
2630 PRINT#2,"POINTS/PERIOD:";TAB(17);POINTS% 
2640 PRINT#2,"MODUL RA TIOS:";TAB(17);RA TIOS% 
2650 PRINT#2,"No. SINEWAVES:";TAB(17);WAVES% 
2660 FOR I% = 0 TO (RA TIOS%-1) 
2670 PRINT#2,"AMPLITUDE MOD:";TAB(18); 
2680 PRINT#2,USING "#.###";MODUL(I%); 
2690 PRINT#2,TAB(26);"FREQUENCY_MOD:";TAB(42); 
2700 PRINT#2,USING "###";M%(I%) 
2710 NEXT I% 
2720 CLOSE#2 
2730 RETURN 
2740 REM************************ 
2750 REM*** USE SETUP FILE? *** 
2760 REM************************ 
2770 LOCATE 7,20 
2780 INPUT "Use SETUP File Data [YIN] :'',SUP$ 
2790 IF SUP$= "y" THEN SUP$= "Y" 
2800 IF SUP$= "n" THEN SUP$= "N" 
2810 IF SUP$<>"Y" AND SUP$<>"N" THEN 2770 
2820 IF SUP$= "N" THEN 2870 
2830 LOCATE 8,1 : COLOR 10 
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2840 FILES "*.SUP": COLOR 7 
2850 LOCATE CSRLIN-1, 1 : PRINT SP ACE$(80) 
2860 LOCATE 8,1 : PRINT SP ACE$(80); 
2870 RETURN 

2880 REM********************************* 
2890 REM*** INPUT AMPLITUDE MOD RATIO*** 
2900 REM ** * ** * * ** ** ** ** ** * * ** * ** * * ** * * *** 
2910 LOCATE 14,13 

2920 PRINT"AMP MOD RATIO Input: 'RETURN' for Default Values" 
2930 FOR 1% = 0 TO (RA TIOS%-1) 
2940 IF SPV$="Y" THEN SVA=1.14 ELSE SVA=l! 
2950 REM*** Amplitude Modulation Ratio*** 
2960 MODUL=SVA *(.05+.95*(1%+ 1)/RA TIOS%) 
2970 REM**** DELETE OLD LINE**** 
2980 LOCATE 15,11 :PRINT SPACE$(52); 
2990 LOCATE 15,20 
3000 PRINT" AMP MOD Ratio("; : COLOR 3 
3010 PRINT USING "##";1%;: COLOR 7: PRINT") Default="; 
3020 LOCATE 15,48 : COLOR 3 
3030 PRINT USING "#.###";MODUL;: COLOR 7: INPUT" ",MODUL(I%) 
3040 IF MODUL(I% )=0 THEN MODUL(I%)=MODUL 
3050 MODUL(I%)=1NT(1000*MODUL(I%)+.5)/1000 
3060NEXTI% 
3070 PRINT 
3080 RETURN 
3090 REM********************************* 
3100 REM*** INPUT FREQUENCY MOD RATIO*** 
311 0 REM * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
3120 LOCATE 16,13 
3130 PRINT"FRQ MOD RATIO Input: 'RETURN' for Default Values" 
3140 IF POINTS%= 512 THEN K%=0 
3150 IF POINTS%=1024 THEN K%=1 
3160 IF POINTS%=2048 THEN K%=2 
3170 LOCATE 17,16 
3180 PRINT"Use odd multiples of3, not to exeed"MD%(0,K%) 
3190 FOR 1% = 0 TO (RATIOS%-1) 
3200 M% = MD%(INT(32/(RATIOS%-l))*I%,K%) 
3210 REM**** DELETE OLD LINE***** 
3220 LOCATE 18,11: PRINT SPACE$(52) 
3230 LOCATE 18,20 
3240 PRINT"FRQ MOD Ratio("; :COLOR 3 
3250 PRINT USING "##";1%; :COLOR 7: PRINT") Default="; 
3260 LOCATE 18,49 : COLOR 3 
3270 PRINT USING"###"; M%;: COLOR 7: INPUT" ",M%(I%) 
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3280 IF M%(1%)=0 THEN M%(1%)=M% 
3290NEXTI% 
3300 PRINT 
3310 RETURN 

3320 REM********************************** 
3330 REM** OPTIONS for GRAPHICS DISPLAY** 
3 340 REM * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
3350 LOCATE 22,20: FLAG$= "N": COLOR 10 
3360 PRINT "*OPTIONS for GRAPHICS DISPLAY*" 
3370 LOCATE 23,20: COLOR 10 
3380 REM PRINT "Int(Vab), Vref, PWM, Tri, FFT :" 
3390 COLOR lO:PRINT "I";:COLOR 7:PRINT"nt(Van), "; 
3400 COLOR lO:PRINT "V";:COLOR 7:PRINT"ref ,"; 
3410 COLOR 10:PRINT "P";:COLOR 7:PRINT"WM ,"; 
3420 COLOR 10:PRINT "T";:COLOR 7:PRINT"ri ,"; 
3430 COLOR lO:PRINT "F";:COLOR 7:PRINT"FT :"; 
3440 LOCATE 23,50 
3450 INPUT GRAPH$ 
3460 IF GRAPH$ = "i" THEN GRAPH$ = "I" 
34 70 IF GRAPH$ = "v" THEN GRAPH$ = "V" 
3480 IF GRAPH$ = "p" THEN GRAPH$ = "P" 
3490 IF GRAPH$ = "t" THEN GRAPH$ = "T" 
3500 IF GRAPH$= "r' THEN GRAPH$= "F" 
3510 IF GRAPH$= "I" THEN FLAG$ = "Y" 
3520 IF GRAPH$ = "V" THEN FLAG$ = "Y" 
3530 IF GRAPH$= "P" THEN FLAG$ = "Y" 
3540 IF GRAPH$= "T" THEN FLAG$ = "Y" 
3550 IF GRAPH$= "F" THEN FLAG$ = "Y" 
3560 IF FLAG$ = "N" THEN 3370 
3570 RETURN 
3580 REM************************ 
3590 REM**** Start Graphics**** 
3600 REM************************ 
3610 CLS: KEY OFF: SCREEN 9 
3620 REM *Definition of View Area* 
3630 VIEW (40,25)-(600,325) 
3640 WINDOW (XL,YL)-(XU,YU) 
3650 REM**** DRAW GRID**** 
3660 LINE (XL,YL)- (XU,YU),lO,B 
3670 X.INC=(XU- XL)/16: Y.INC=(YU- YL)/10 
3680 FOR XG =XL TO XU STEP X.INC 
3690 FOR YO= YL TO YU STEP Y.INC 
3700 PSET (XG,YG),10 
3710 NEXTYG 
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3720 NEXTXG 
3 730 PSET (0,0), 10 
3740 RETURN 

3 750 REM ** • ** • • ** ** ** ** ** * * * ** * * ** * * ** ** ** * 
3760 REM**** PRINT DATA TO OUTPUT FILE**** 
3770 REM*********************************** 
3780 LOCATE 1,1: PRINT SPACE$(80); 
3790 LOCATE 1,20:PRINT"** PRINTING HEX DATA TO OUTPUT FILE**" 
3800 FOR K%=0 TO (POINTS%-1) STEP INC% 
3810 CHECKSUM=l6384: REM***** 16384 = 4000 HEX***** 
3820 ADDRESS$=HEX$(ADDRESS%) 
3830 IF LEN(ADDRESS$)<4 THEN ADDRESS$="0"+ADDRESS$ 
3840 IF LEN(ADDRESS$)<4 THEN ADDRESS$="0"+ADDRESS$ 
3850 IF LEN(ADDRESS$)<4 THEN ADDRESS$="0"+ADDRESS$ 
3860 LOCATE 25,1 
3870 COLOR 10 
3880 PRINT ":";HEX$(INC%);ADDRESS$;"00"; 
3890 COLOR 7 
3900 PRINT#1,":";HEX$(INC%);ADDRESS$;"00"; 
3 91 0 REM * * * * * Padding with leading Zeros * * * * * 
3920 CHECKSUM=CHECKSUM-INC% 
3930 CHECKSUM=CHECKSUM-VAL("&H"+RIGHT$(ADDRESS$,2)) 
3940 CHECKSUM=CHECKSUM-VAL(" &H"+ LEFT$(ADDRESS$,2)) 
3950 FOR I%=0 TO INC%-1 
3960 REM***** Binary to Decimal Conversion***** 
3970 BYTE%=0 
3980 BYTE%=BYTE%+ 128*PWM%(K%+I%,7) 
3990 BYTE%=BYTE%+ 64*PWM%(K%+I%,6) 
4000 BYTE%=BYTE%+ 32*PWM%(K%+I%,5) 
4010 BYTE%=BYTE%+ 16*PWM%(K%+I%,4) 
4020 BYTE%=BYTE%+ 8*PWM%(K%+I%,3) 
4030 BYTE%=BYTE%+ 4*PWM%(K%+I%,2) 
4040 BYTE%=BYTE%+ 2*PWM%(K%+I%,1) 
4050 BYTE%=BYTE%+ 1 *PWM%(K%+I%,0) 
4060 IF INV$ = "Y" THEN BYTE%=255-BYTE%: REM**** DATA inversion 
**** 
4070 CHECKSUM=CHECKSUM-BYTE% 
4080 REM * * * * * Padding with leading Zeros * * * * * 
4090 IF BYTE%<16 THEN BYTE$= "O"+HEX$(BYTE%) ELSE BYTE$= 
HEX$(BYTE%) 
4100 PRINT BYTE$; 
4110 PRINT#1,BYTE$; 
4120 NEXT I% 
4130 CHECK$=RIGHT$(HEX$(CHECKSUM),2) 
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4140 COLOR 11 
4150 PRINT CHECK$; 
4160 COLOR 7 
4170 PRINT#1,CHECK$; 
4180 PRINT#1, 
4190 ADDRESS%=ADDRESS%+INC% 
4200 NEXTK% 

4210 LOCATE 25,1: PRINT SPACE$(80); 
4220 RETURN 
4230 REM********************* 
4240 REM*** BLANKING TIME*** 
4250 REM********************* 
4260 REM*** This routine delays the tum-on of an IGBT for one cycle (STP#) *** 
4270 REM*** in order to give the opposite IGBT time to tum off. The routine*** 
4280 REM*** takes out "ones" out of both the upper and lower sequence to *** 
4290 REM*** insure that the average value of Van, Vbn, Vcn remains at zero *** 
4300 FOR J%=2 TO 7 
4310 PWM%(POINTS%,J%) = PWM%(0,J%) 
4320NEXT J% 
4330 FLAG.A1%=0: FLAG.B1%=0: FLAG.C1%=0 
4340 FLAG.A2%=0 : FLAG.B2%=0 : FLAG.C2%=0 
4350 OLD.A1%=PWM%(POINTS%-1,7): OLD.A2%=PWM%(POINTS%-1,4) 
4360 OLD.B1%=PWM%(POINTS%-1,6): OLD.B2%=PWM%(POINTS%-1,3) 
4370 OLD.C1%=PWM%(POINTS%-1,5): OLD.C2%=PWM%(POINTS%-1,2) 
4380 FOR K%=0 TO (POINTS%-1) 
4390 REM**** PHASE A**** PHASE A**** PHASE A**** PHASE A**** 
4400 IF PWM%(K%,7)=1 AND OLD.A1%=0 AND FLAG.A1%=0 THEN 
FLAG.A1 %= 1 :PWM%(K%, 7)=0 
4410 IF PWM%(K%,4)=1 AND OLD.A2%=0 AND FLAG.A2%=0 THEN 
FLAG.A2%= 1 :PWM%(K%,4}=0 
4420 IF FLAG.A1 %=1 THEN OLD.A1 %=1 : FLAG.A1 %=0 ELSE 
OLD.A1 %=PWM%(K%, 7) 
4430 IF FLAG.A2%=1 THEN OLD.A2%=1 : FLAG.A2%=0 ELSE 
OLD.A2%=PWM%(K%,4) 
4440 REM**** PHASE B **** PHASE B **** PHASE B **** PHASE B **** 
4450 IF PWM%(K%,6)=1 AND OLD.B1%=0 AND FLAG.B1%=0 THEN 
FLAG.B 1 %= 1 :PWM%(K%,6}=0 
4460 IF PWM%(K%,3)=1 AND OLD.B2%=0 AND FLAG.B2%=0 THEN 
FLAG.B2%=1 :PWM%(K%,3}=0 
4470 IF FLAG.B1%=1 THEN OLD.B1%=1 : FLAG.B1%=0 ELSE 
OLD.B 1 %=PWM%(K%,6) 
4480 IF FLAG.B2%=1 THEN OLD.B2%=1 : FLAG.B2%=0 ELSE 
OLD.B2%=PWM%(K%,3) 
4490 REM**** PHASE C ****PHASE C ****PHASE C ****PHASE C **** 
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4500 IF PWM%(K%,5)=1 AND OLD.C1 %=0 AND FLAG.C1 %=0 THEN 
FLAG.C 1 %= 1 :PWM%(K%,5)=0 
4510 IF PWM%(K%,2)=1 AND OLD.C2%=0 AND FLAG.C2%=0 THEN 
FLAG.C2%=1 :PWM%(K%,2)=0 
4520 IF FLAG.C1 %=1 THEN OLD.C1 %=1 : FLAG.C1 %=0 ELSE 
OLD.C 1 %=PWM%(K%,5) 
4530 IF FLAG.C2%=1 THEN OLD.C2%=1 : FLAG.C2%=0 ELSE 
OLD.C2%=PWM%(K%,2) 
4540NEXTK% 
4550 REM*************************** 
4560 REM*** Blanking Time Check*** 
4570 REM*************************** 
4580 FORK%= 0 TO (POINTS%-1) 
4590 REM**** PHASE A**** PHASE A**** PHASE A**** PHASE A**** 
4600 IF (PWM%(K%,7)=1 AND PWM%(K%+1,4)=1) OR (PWM%(K%+1,7)=1 AND 
PWM%(K%,4)=1) THEN BEEP 
4610 REM**** PHASE B ****PHASE B ****PHASE B ****PHASE B **** 
4620 IF (PWM%(K%,6)=1 AND PWM%(K%+1,3)=1) OR (PWM%(K%+1,6)=1 AND 
PWM%(K%,3)=1) THEN BEEP 
4630 REM**** PHASE C **** PHASE C ****PHASE C ****PHASE C **** 
4640 IF (PWM%(K%,5)=1 AND PWM%(K%+1,2)=1) OR (PWM%(K%+1,5)=1 AND 
PWM%(K%,2)=1) THEN BEEP 
4650NEXTK% 
4660RETURN 
4670 REM***************************** 
4680 REM*** FFT ALGORITHM MANAGER*** 
4690 REM***************************** 
4700 REM*** RESET FFT ARRAY**** 
4710 FOR F%=0 TO 2048 
4 720 REAL(F%) = 0 : IMAG(F%) = 0 
4730NEXTF% 
4740 REM*** FILL ARRAY REALO with V _ab Values**** 
4 750 FOR F%=0 TO POINTS%-1 
4760 REAL(F%+1) =(PWM%(F%,7)-PWM%(F%,4))- (PWM%(F%,6)-PWM%(F%,3)) 
4770NEXTF% 
4780 REM**** Perform FFT **** 
4 790 GO SUB 4990 
4800 REM*** FIND MAXIMUM AMPLITUDE*** 
4810 MAX.AMP = 0 
4820 FOR F%=1 TO POINTS%/2 +I 
4830 XAMP=SQR(REAL(F%)"2 + IMAG(F%)"2) 
4840 IF XAMP > MAX.AMP THEN MAX.AMP = XAMP 
4850NEXTF% 
4860 REM************************************** 
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4870 REM**** Y-LIMITS FOR GRAPHICS SCREEN**** 
4880 REM************************************** 
4890 XL=O : :XU=POINTS%12 
4900 YL=O : YU=MAX.AMP 
4910 REM*** REINITIALIZE GRAPHICS*** 
4920 GOSUB 3590 
4930 REM*** DRAW FFT GRAPH*** 
4940 FOR F%=0 TO POINTS%12 
4950 LINE- (F%,SQR(REAL(F%Y'2 + IMAG(F%)"2)),12 
4960NEXTF% 
4970RETURN 
4980 REM************************ 
4990 REM**** FFT SUBROUTINE**** 
5000 REM************************ 
5010 REM*** Initia1zations *** 
5020 TWO.PI# = 6.283185307179586# 
5030 N2% = NFFT%12 : NU 1% = FFTBITS% - 1 : K% = 0 
5040 FOR L% = 1 TO FFTBITS% 
5050 FOR 1% = 1 TO N2% 
5060 J% = K%\2"NU1% 
5070 GOSUB 5350 
5080 S = SIN(TWO.PI# * REV% I NFFT%) 
5090 C = COS(TWO.PI# * REV% I NFFT%) 
5100 K1%=K%+1 
5110 K1N2% = K1% + N2% 
5120 TREAL = REAL(K1N2%) * C + IMAG(K1N2%) * S 
5130 TIMAG = IMAG(K1N2%) * C- REAL(KlN2%) * S 
5140 REAL(KlN2%) = REAL(K1%)- TREAL 
5150 IMAG(K1N2%) = IMAG(K1%)- TIMAG 
5160 REAL(K1%) = REAL(K1%) + TREAL 
5170 IMAG(Kl %) = IMAG(K1 %) + TIMAG 
5180 K% = K% + 1 
5190 NEXT 1% 
5200 K% = K% + N2% 
5210 IF K%<NFFP/o GOTO 5050 
5220 K% = 0 
5230 NU1%=NU1%-l 
5240 N2% = N2% I 2 
5250NEXTL% 
5260 FORK% = 1 TO NFFP/o 
5270 J% = K% - 1 
5280 GOSUB 5350 
5290 1% =REV% + 1 
5300 IF(I%<=K%) GOTO 5330 
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5310 SWAP REAL(K%), REAL(I%) 
5320 SWAP IMAG(K%), IMAG(I%) 
5330NEXTK% 
5340 RETURN 

5350 REM*** Bit Reversal Routine*** 
5360 REM*** FFTBITS%=NUMBER OF BINARY BITS OF INDEX TO BE BIT
REVERSED * * * 
5370 REM*** FWD% =INDEX TO BE BIT-REVERSED IN DECIMAL*** 
5380 REM*** REV% =BIT-REVERSED INDEX IN DECIMAL*** 
5390 REM *** BIT% =BIT OF INDEX CURRENTLY BEING CALCULATED*** 
5400 REM *** DECIMAL NUMBER IS CONVERTED TO BINARY BY REPEATED 
DIVISION BY 2 *** 
5410 REM*** ANY TIME FRACTION OF THE RESULT IS 0.5, THE BIT IS SET TO 
1 *** , 
5420 REM*** ELSE IT IS SET TO 0. AFTER EACH DIVISION, THE INTEGER OF 
THE *** 
5430 REM*** REMAINDER IS USED FOR FURTHER CALCULATIONS. IN 
GENERAL, THE * * * 
5440 REM*** PROCESS ENDS, IF THE REMAINDER IS SMALLER THAN 1; 
HERE HOWEVER *** 
5450 REM*** THE NUMBER OF BITS IS KNOWN. THE BINARY EQUIVALENT 
APPEARS LSB *** 
5460 REM*** FIRST; I.E. THE BITS ARE ALREADY REVERSED. REPEATED 
MUL TIPLICA- *** 
54 70 REM * * * TION WITH 2 WILL CALCULATE THE DECIMAL OF THE 
REVERSED INDEX. *** 
5480 FWD% = J% : REV% = 0 : BIT%=0 
5490 FOR BR% = 1 TO FFTBITS% 
5500 IF (FWD%/2- INT(FWD%/2)) >.25 THEN BIT%= 1 ELSE BIT%= 0 
5510 FWD%= INT(FWD%/2) 
5520 REV%= 2*REV% +BIT% 
5530 NEXT BR% 
5540 RETURN 
5550 REM ** *************** *************** ******** ** 
5560 REM***** ROUTINE TO ORA W SIZEABLE FRAME***** 
5570 REM****************************************** 
5580 COLOR 3 
5590 REM***** DEFINE CORNERS OF FRAME****** 
5600 REM TOP%=4: BO'f0/o=10: LEFT%=10: RIGHT%=50 
5610 REM***** DRAW ALL 4 CORNERS***** 
5620 LOCATE TOP%,LEF'f0/o :PRINT CHR$(201); 
5630 LOCATE TOP%,RIGHT%: PRINT CHR$(187); 
5640 LOCATE BOT%,LEFT% : PRINT CHR$(200); 
5650 LOCATE BOT%,RIGHT%: PRINT CHR$(188); 
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5660 REM***** DRAW TOP HORIZONTAL LINE***** 
5670 LOCATE TOP%, LEFT%+ 1 
5680 FOR 1% = LEFT%+1 TO RIGHT%-1 
5690 PRINT CHR$(205); 
5700NEXTI% 
5710 REM***** DRAW BOTTOM HORIZONTAL LINE***** 
5720 LOCATE BOT%,LEFT%+ 1 
5730 FOR 1% = LEFT%+1 TO RIGHT%-1 
5740 PRINT CHR$(205); 
5750NEXTI% 
5760 REM***** DRAW VERTICAL LINES***** 
5770 FOR 1% = TOP%+1 TO BOT%-1 
5780 LOCATE I%,LEFT% :PRINT CHR$(186); 
5790 LOCATE !%,RIGHT%: PRINT CHR$(186); 
5800NEXTI% 
5810 COLOR 7 
5820 RETURN 
5830 REM***** FRQUENCY MODULATION DEFAULT VALUES***** 
5 840 REM * * * * 512 Points/Period * * * * 
5850 DATA 57, 57, 57, 57, 51, 51, 51, 51, 45, 45, 45, 45, 39, 39, 39,39 
5860 DATA 33, 33, 33, 33, 27, 27, 27, 27, 21, 21, 21, 21, 15, 15, 15, 15 
5870 REM**** 1024 Points/Period**** 
5880 DATA 75, 75, 75, 75, 69, 69, 69, 69, 63, 63, 63, 63, 57, 57, 57, 57 
5890 DATA 51, 51, 51, 51, 45, 45, 45, 45, 39, 39, 39, 39, 33, 33, 33,33 
5900 REM**** 2048 Points/Period**** 
5910 DATA 105, 105, 105, 105,99, 99, 99, 99, 93, 93, 93, 93, 87, 87, 87,87 
5920 DATA 81, 81, 81, 81, 75, 75, 75, 75, 69, 69, 69, 69, 63, 63, 63, 63 
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APPENDIXC 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD FOR 

SAFETY CIRCUIT AND 

HIGH VOLTAGE ISOLATION 
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APPENDIXD 

C PROGRAM THAT GENERATES 

SPWM USING SPACE VECTOR MODULATION 
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#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 

mainQ 

{ 

int c,ij,step; 

int code[8] = {Ox73, Ox3B, OxAB, Ox8F, OxC7, Ox57, Ox1F, OxE3}; 
outport(PIOCA,Oxcf); 
outport(PIOCA,OxOO); 

while(1) 
{ 

} 

} 

} 
} 

for(j=O;j<6;j++) 
{ 
step=5; 
c=O; 

while(step>O) 
{ 
for(i=O;i<c;i++) 
{ 
if(j=5) 
outport(PIODA,code[O]); 
else 
outport(PIODA,code[j+ 1 ]); 

} 
c=c+ 1; 
for(i=O;i<step;i++) 

{ 
outport(PIODA,code[j]);} 

step = step-1 ; 
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APPENDIXE 

POWER SUPPLY AND ISOLATION 

BOARD FOR THIRD-GENERATION 

CONTROLLER USING THE Z180 
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Figure E.l . PCB for power supply and isolation 
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